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INTRODUCTION 
The present studv is an attempt to examine the role pla-^ ed b"-
the mu.jtahids and liberals during the Constitutional Movement in Iran 
(19OS-I909) in a broder persper^tive. The studv is based on the 'mDortant 
writings of the Iranian mu.itahids of the period. Efforts have been made 
to anal'i^ se both negative and positive aspects of the role of the 
mujtahids. A number of books and monographs have been written hv 
Iranians and Western si^holars on the clerical attitude towards the 
Constitutional Movement of Iran, but I have made use of su'^ -h works whi'-h 
contain the interpretation of the f'onstitution bv the leadin;^ muitahids. 
The first '"hapter of this dissertation begins with the origins 
of Shi'ism and it is neressarv in order to understand how Ghi'isn '^ ame 
into being. The Shi'ite political thought and institution emerged after 
the occultation of the twelth imam. This is followed b'^  the second chapter 
on Shi'ism under the Safavid D^'nastv founded in I'^ Ol AD. It '^s the result 
of the charismatic movement which was born in north-western "ran wbi -b was 
. ( i i ) -
a turning point for Shi'ism. It is important to note that in this period 
the 'ulama' tried to work out the theory that the Safavid monar^hs descended 
from the Prophet through the seventh imam Musa-al Kazim. It is with the 
rise of the mu.jtahids that the third chapter is oon^^erned. The development 
of clerical powers and the wide protest led bv religious leaders become so 
strong during the Oa.iar Dynastv. this was due to the mismanagement and the 
weakness of the Regime and the foreign dominan'^e of Iranian economv. In 
order to -he^k the growing influen^-e of foreign powers or the infidels as 
called by the religious leaders the-- anolied the religious for^-es. ""he 'ulatS' 
graduallv devoted themselves to the noliti^s of the r-ountrv. ^s a rer-ilt of 
t'-.e disanrearan'^e of the imm, tlie 'ulama'wanted to hold the nower '•ot'-. in 
the religious and temnoral matters. The motto of the C M ' H e ^ heor- of 
government, taken from the f'ur'an ordering the commanding of the ^^-o^ d^ ar^ ^ 
fo?"bi.ldi;i'' the bad, was f Irml • 'I'^Iti b^ - then. The fourMi '-banter -"I'l -ernn 
the Revolution of IQOn whi^h witnessed the triumnh of reliRiou,'? leaders 
followed b" the last (^ banter concerning the attitude of ' ulama' towards 
constitution. As a matter of fact the clergy did participate In the 
political affairs of the country during the constitutional period of 
I9071-O9. The question whether the" \>rere pro or anti - ShAh did not matter. 
In the initial period of the Constitutional Movement, the 'ulania,' did 
not understand the requirements of the constitution and its signifi'^an^e 
neither for themselves nor for their country. 
• ( i i i ) -
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CilAPi'ER - I 
THE ORIGBiS OF S?II'ISM; 
After the death of the Proohet Muhammad the immediate Question 
vrhir'h orr-unied the minds of the Muslims was the question of the su^ -i^ ession 
of the Prophethood, 
i"e Prophet had no malo des'^endants to suoi^eed him. Onl-' one 
daur'nter ratimah the wife of ^aliphs 'Ali survived, A^r-ordinr ^o th.e 
tradition of the /vrabs in those davs the line of heredit" '''a^  no' fixed 
but most of the people preferred the method of elei^tion In find n'-' the 
leader than that of appointment, The question of the snc^ession of the 
Prophet led to the serious struHiftle among the Muslim romm'mit--. 
Abu Bakr who suo'^eeded the Prophet was a lo^ a^l and strong 
supporter and friend d'lring the earlier time of the Pronhet, iie was 
1 Abu Bakr '.-as ele^'ted as the successor of the Prop''et Muhammad 
on June B. f^ 3P, 
.(2). 
the leader of the prayer during the last sickness of the Prophet. Abu Ba^r 
was a man of the old Arabian style and when he was summoned to the Cnliphate, 
he did not rhange at all. 
After the death of the Prophet, Fatima was not satisfied with 
Abu Bakr's decision over the problem of her inheritance from the Prophet, 
Then she passes away within a period of not more than six months of the 
death of her father the Prophet. This period though short was important 
as it showed 'All's alienation from Abu Bakr and agreed to be one of his 
2 
counsellors. 
Most of the members belonging to the class of Bani Hashim were not 
happy with the appointment of Abu Bakr as a calioh. A great number of 
Muha.i irun and An gar were not willing to af'cept Abu Bakr because the' held 
that 'All should be '^hosen, 'All himself did not owe his allegiance till 
the time passed for six months, according to some authorities or four davs 
3 
according to other authorities. 
When Abu Bakr was elected to succeed the Prophet, he was sixty-year 
old and remained in his position for two years. After the death of Abu Bakr, 
1 Alfred Von Kreiner, The Orient under the Caliphs Eng.Tr. by 
S. Khuda Bukksh (Philadelphia Pensylyania, 197^), p.3 0. 
2 Dwight M. Donaldson, The Shi'ite Religion (London, 193"'), 
pp. 16-17, 
3 Ibid,, p. 13. 
•(3)-
'Umar, one of the strong candidates was appointed as a successor to him. 
He was the first who got the title of corranander-ln-^ -hief of the Muslim 
armies (amir al-mu'mineen or commander of the believers). 
'Umar, before his death, chose six companions of the Prophet as 
1 
the elective committee. He rules out that his own son should not be 
elected as his successor. This elective committee was known as the 
Shura, (The consultative committee). It clearly appeared that the 
concept of founding a hereditary monarchy did not exist in this period 
3 
as 'Umar himself closed the way for his son to become his successor. 
'Uthman the senior was chosen by the Shura to be the third caliph 
instead of 'All because of his seniority. 'Uthman was the man from Umavvad 
aristocracy while his two predecessors represented the Emigrants. These 
h 
three caliphs did not found any dynasty. Though 'Uthman was pious as 
the other caliphs were, but he hafi a weakness of having favouraMe attitude 
towards some of his Umayyad relatives. This attitude created dissatis-
faction among other Muslims. 
1 Those persons were 'Ali Ibn Abi-Talib, 'UthmSn Ibn Affan. Al-
Zubayr Ibn al-Awwam, Talha Ibn'AbdallSh, Sa'd Ihn-'Abi WaqqfTS and 'Abd al-
RahmSn Ibn-Awf. 
2 P.K, Hitti, Op.clt., P.I7B. 
3 Alfred Von Kremer, Op,cit., p,19, 
k P,K, Hitti, Op,cit., p.379 
5 Ameer Ali, The Spirit of Islam (Delhi, ]97B). p.29*+. 
•ih). 
It is interesting to nore that 'All was onlv thirtv-three when the 
Prophet died. For the Arab tribes he was quite too young to hold the res-
ponsibility of important administration. Therefore it was quite natural 
that the celebrated and influential followers of the Prophet, who were 
older than him, should be r^ hosen. In the election of the first four 
caliphs, seniority was one of the important factors in choosing the caliph. 
'Uthman was one of the son-in-laws of the Prophet and was his 
faithful companions, but unfortunately there was e growing dissatisfaction 
1 
against him because of his favouritism. There were many reasons for the 
agitation against him. One of them was that 'Uthman had given some of the 
conquered lands to some persons in Iraq. These conquered lands were consi-
dered not to be given to any persons who did not participate in their con-
quest and the rent of those lands should go to the treasury. Another reason 
was that 'Uthman had chosen the members of his own familv for the governor-
1 
ship of some principal provinces. I^reover, it was said that he did not 
spply the punishments which are mentioned in the Qur'an to some persons and 
2 
this showed his partiality. 
1 Cf., Ameer Ali. Op.rit., p. 29U 
2 Montgomery Watt, The Foymatiye Period of Islamir- Thought 
(Edinburg, 1973), P.IO. 
• i 5 ) . 
There were discontentments among the peoples of Eg^/pt. Basra and 
Kufa and these dissatisfied groups f-ame to Medina to (^ oraplaint about their 
plights. The" were mostlv nomadic tribes. It mav be said that the tribal 
rivlaries were involved in deciding which section was anti-'Uthman and whi'^ h 
section supported him. Among the Ouraishltes of Mcca it appeared that the 
members of the clans whi^h had relation with the clan of 'Uthman (Uma^'vad) 
in the former time supported him, while the members of the rival grouT)s, 
which were attached to the clan of MakhzlTm opposed him. The Ansar we-'-e 
the Muslims who had been living in Nfedina. Although thev were a^ 'tive in 
supporting the Prophet against the Meccans, still they were not rloh» 
1 
they did not'participate' in opposing 'Uthman, 
Many respected companions of the Prophet took side with 'Ali 
because they considered thai All was the rightful heir being related 
to the family of the Prophet, 
About the Shi'ite claim of 'All's succession, Muhammad Biqlr 
Majllsl writes: 
"When the ceremonies of the pilgrimage were completed 
the Prophet,attended by All and Musalmans, left Mecca for 
Medina. On reaching Ghadirkhum he halted, although that 
place had never been a halting place for Canvans. The 
1 Ibid., pp. 9-10, 
.(6). 
reason for the halt was that verses of the Koran had come 
upon him, commanding him to establish Ali in the Caliphate. 
Before this he had received similar messages, but had not 
been instructed explicitly as to the time for All's 
appointment, he had delayed because of opposition that 
might occur. But if the crowd of pilgrims had gone beyond 
Ghadir-Khum they would have separated and the different 
tribes would have gone in various directions. This is why 
Muhammad ordered them to assemble here, for he had things to 
say to Ali which he wanted all to here. The message that 
came from the most High was this." '0 Apostle, declare all 
that had been sent down to thee from thy Lord, No part of 
it is to be withheld. God will protect you against men, 
for he does not guide the unbelievers'(Koran. V,7]). 
Because of this positive command to appoint Ali as his 
successor, and preceiving that God would not countenaace 
further delay, he and his company dismounted in this unusual 
stopping place. 
"The day was hot and he told them to stand under the 
shelter of some thorn trees. He then commanded that thei'^  
should make a pulpit platform out of the pack-saddles about 
whi'^ h the people were assembled, Manv had fastened their 
''locks about their feet to protect them from heat of the 
sun. And when the crowd had all gathered. Muhammad walked 
upon to the platform of saddles and called All to stand at 
his right. After a grayer of thanks he spoke to the people, 
informing them that he had been forewarned of his death,and 
saying,'I have been summoned to the Gate of God^and I shall 
soon depart to God, to be concealed from you and bidding 
farewell to this world. I am leaving you the "Book of God^ 
and if you follow to this you will not go astray. And I 
am leaving you also the members of my household^ who are 
not to be separated from the Book of God until they meet 
me at the drinking fountain of Kawthai*'. He than called 
out, 'Am I not more precious to you than your own lives?' 
They said, 'Yes', then it was that he took All's hands and 
raised them so high that he showed the whites of his armpits, 
and said, 'whoever has me as his master nas Ali as his master. 
-(7)-
Be a friend to his friends. 0 Lord, and be an ene"' to 
his enenies. Help those who assist him and fr'istrate 
t'lose who oppose him'. 
"'''^ en the Prophet des'^ended from the p'llnit l^  ••a': 
tine f'or the noon pra"ers, after whir-h he went to '"'is 
tent. Near his own te^t he had another tent •nit^ ' ed 
for the Amir u'1-Muminin, the Commander of the Faith-
ful. When All was seated in this tent. Muhammad 
ordered the M'lsalmans rrronp h^-- Rronp, to do and 
congratulate him on his su'^cession to the Imamate 
and to salute him as Amiru'l Mu'minin. Both men and 
women did this and Umar as mn^h ^leased as an-"^  ^od--. "-
Malik Ibn Harith al-Nakha'i moved from Kufa in -^^ e '--ear ^  A.H, 
aloni^ i th two hundred men. while llakim Ibn Jabala al- 'Ahdi alonp;wit'! 
one hundred men moved from Basra. ^^esides, these six hundred Er^mtian 
troops came under the leading of Abdu'l Rahman Ibn Udais al-Balawi. 
Accordin.p; to Al-Wakidi, Abdu'l Rahman was one of those who oarti cL-oated 
in the election under the tree, 'ihe son of Abu Bakr I^ tohammad was also 
included in this ",roup. he urf;ed them to revolt a^.ainst 'Uthf^AP. Although 
the reason of the revolt was length" but the main '^ ause was the issoe of 
P. 
T'larvan Ibn al-"akam. 
It is relevant to state nere the political attitudes of f^ o.^ e 
who were in the time of the Uma'>''"'ad : 
1 Mallisi, Ha-at al-Oulu^-, vol III. n. ^,^T. , ^ited y 
Dwight H, Donalson, Ibid. , np. '-(^. 
^ Ibid. . p.-5^. 
•(S). 
1. A group of people believe that Uthman was the true ^aliph 
and deserved caliphate and they went to the extent of opposing 'All 
and blaiming him as responsible for not punishing the murderers of 
'Uthman and their associates. 
2. While others may be called as mild supporters of the 
Umayj'ads. According to them Umayyads were true caliphs and believed 
that it was dut^' of all the Muslims to accept their rules. Manv of 
them tried for the unity of the Islamic Community. Thev are often 
described as the Mur.ji'ites. Thev believed that both 'Uthman and 
'All were truelv caliphs and left the decision to God to punish the 
sinner. 
3. There were some Titles of the regime on Ibrahim an-Nakha'i. 
Those who '^ alled him Saba'ite or Mur.-ji'ite might point out that IbrShim 
did not "onsider 'Ali as the massiah but that he was superior to "Jthman, 
It means that he accepted the ruling of the Umavvads and at the same 
time thought that there '"ould be some othe'^ rulers who were better than 
the Umav:'.''ads. 
h. The Umay^yads have been criticised vociferously bv a group 
of people known under the general title of the K^ysaniyya. When Muhammad 
.(9)-
Ibn Hanafl^ r^ '-a expired in TOO A.D thev believed that he was still alive 
and would come bark as Mahdl to set things aright. V^ e p;et an elnbo-
ration of this doctrine whirh implied that 'Ali the son-in-law of the 
Prophet was "he first inheriter of the position of caliphate vacated 
b^ ^ the Prophet, He '•^ s believed to he the rightful imam and the best 
Muslim so he had chosen Muhammad Ihn al-Hanafi'"^ ''a as his sun^essor 
About the assailants, Donaldson writes, "were some of the Beni 
Zuhrah who had come to avenge Abdullah Ibn Mas'ud, who was one of their 
confederates. There were others also of the Hudhail. "ho were of the 
tribe of Mas'ud, and there were a number of the l«ni Makh7'~im with 
their clients, who had come on behalf of 'Ammar, and there v;ere some 
of Eeni iJhifar and their associates of the party of Abu Dharr. And 
.1 
finallv there was Taira Ibn Morrah and Muhammad Ibn Abu Bakr." 
It has rinhtl^' been pointed out that "On there side, the Uma""ads 
were not content with imposing the notion of unconditional obedience to 
the caliphs; the-"- established at the same time, in effect the d'oiastic 
caliphate. With abondoning principle of election followed b^ ^ oath of 
1 Dwight M. Donaldson, Op. ^it. p.^U 
• d o ) . 
f e a l t y ( b a y ' a ) , Mu'swi^.-^h aoconiplished h i s ob.ject bv means of an e l e c t i o n 
guarantee ing in advance t h a t h i s son Yazid would be rec-ognized as h i s 
1 
succes so r , " 
During the reign of 'Uthman, the power of Ma'awiva spread rapidlv. 
Besides Svria, Iraq on the northern part also was under i be '-o-^ trol of 
Mu'liwiva. He aroused the feelings of the people in the citv of Damascus 
about the murder of his kinsman 'Uthman. He asked 'All, who be'^ame the 
caliph in the month of Dhu'l-Hij.ia (AH 3"). to find the person w'-o killed 
'Uthman. In f'ase'Ali could not do this he should retire from the post. 
'Mi had manv supporters. They were mainly Persians or non-Arabs who 
staved in Mesopotamia and did not feel satisfied with the arrogran^^e of 
2 
the Arabs. Also the Qurra were opposing Uthman's policv and attached 
_ 3 
themselves with 'All. 
After becoming the ^allph, the first work of 'All was to dispose 
of the powers of Mu'awiya, the governor of Syria inspite of the fact 
that his friends had warned him not to do because Mu'ffwi-ra had been a 
1 The Enr-yclopaedia of Islam, art "Khalifa", 
?"The readers of al-Quran." 
3 Dwight M. Donaldson, Op.^-it. . p. 37, 
- (11)-
powerful man since the time of 'Uthman, It may be that if 'All did not 
dispose Mu'&wiya, the people will not condemn him. Ali's a-^ tion made 
Mu'awiya so angry that he decided that he must fight with 'All, 
However, 'All's caliphate was not recognized by all. 'Abdallah 
Ibn 'Umar and those who shared the same idea refused to accept vli and 
left Madina. 'Uthman's Kinsman Mu'awiya, who controlled Syria, also 
opposed 'All when he realized that 'All could not avenge the murder of 
Uthman, Thus Mu'awiya became the rival of 'All, 
1 
At Siffin, south of Al-Raqqah, both groups confronted eai^ h other. 
'All had an army of 50,000 soldiers from Iraq and Mu'ffwiva got his army 
from Syria. The battle came to an end on July ?R, 657 in which Ali nearl--
2 
got victory. Soon after the truce of Siffin in Harura (a village two 
miles from Kufa), some of the Kh -wari.l followed !AI1 to Kufa, Thinking 
that 'Ali had reaffirmed his trust in the arbitration so thev left him to 
join their brethen in Harura. 'Ali realized the valor of the warriors 
and requested t'nem to return. The militant Khwari.j terrorized all Muslims 
who did not follow their beliefs, 'All with his troops of ''OOO fought with 
1 situated on the west bank of Euphrates, 
2 But Amr al-As one of the leaders of Mu'a'wiya partv used a 
shrewd method when he fastened the copies of the Qur'an to the end of a 
lance and threw it in the air. It meant that the warefsre should be 
decided by Qur'an. 'All agreed to give up the war in order to avoid 
the bloodsheds of the Muslims. 
(12). 
them at Nahrawan and the Khwarl.l who numbered about 60.000 were seiged. 
All triumphed in the battle but it created the feeling of revenge among 
the Khwari.1. This battle proved that the Khwari,1 were men of dis'^ iulinft 
they were readv even to sacrifii^e their lives for their beliefs. The 
intention of the Khwarij to take revenge on 'Ali led to Mi's death since 
he was killed bv a Khwarijite on January 2h. 6^T, 
After the death of All. Hasan his son became the caliph. When 
? 
Mu'Swivay armies swept Iraq and Hasan submitted to Mu'"awiva. When 
Mu'awiya grew old, he appointed his son, Yazid. as his su^'^essor, Manv 
people refused to take the oath of allegiance to Yazid, Husayn who 
decided himself the legitimate caliph after his brother, refused to a^ -^^ ept 
Yazid. 
1 Elie Adib Salem, Political Theory and Institution of the 
Khwari.i (Baltimore 19S6), pp. 3 7-lB, 
2 P.K. Hitti, Op.cit., p. 1B2. 
3 It appears from P^ Pfcey Sykes, History of Persia, vol.I 
(London, 19"^!, p. S39) that 'On his death bed Mu'avi's sent a 
message to Yazid, his son and destined successor, vfjrning him 
of the troubles whirh lav before him. The message ran, "As for 
Husa^Ti, t'-e restless men of Irnn will give him no pea'^ e till he 
attempt theempire; when thou hasl gotten the vi'^tory, deal gentl^ 
with him, for trul^ -- the blood of the Prophet runneth in hi-^  veins. 
It is Abdullah son of Zobavr that T fear the most of ^hee. Viev-f 
as the lion, fraftv as thp fox. destroy him root and branch." Had 
the d^4ng Caliph's advi^ e^ been followed, the ^ourse of histor-
would have been affe^^ted. ' 
•(13)-
Mu'awiva died when he was seventv-five vears old after ruling for 
more thaa nineteen years. The death of Mu'awiva gave a new hope for the 
people who favoured 'All and his descendants. In Iraq, especially In the 
city of Kufa, many people declared themselves supporters of All's descen-
dants. They made a secret meeting and agreed to invite Husa^m to Kufa 
and worked out a plan against Yazid. 
Ultimatelv Husavn was killed at Karbala on October 10. 6^0. As 
Hitti pointed out, "The blood of al-Husavn, even more than that of his 
father, proved to be the seed of the Shi'ite. "Church". Shi'ism was 
born on the tenth of Muharram. From now on the imamship of 'All's 
progen^ '' became as mu'^ h of a dogma in the Shi'ite creed as that of •^ he 
1 
prophethood of Muhammad in Islam." From this date the Shi'ites were 
more active than ever before. Thev did not agree wi^h + he -^ vrannl-^ al 
Uma^'vads. As thev were the peoDle who were the desf^endanis of the Prorhet, 
it led to DODular s-'m-oathv. The peoole of Iraq almost became f^e Shi'ites 
II 
and opDOsed Syrian rule. Even in the Sunnlte rani^ -s themseT'cs nfetists 
''harged the f^ aliphs with worldliness and neglect of Quranir- a-^d tradi*io'"al 
law and were everv where read^ ^ to give religious san^^tion to an^' onoosition 
that might be raised." 
1 Ibid. , p. m . 
?- Ibid., D, -^"^P. 
-(IM-
During the Umayyad rule the Shi'ites spread widely. The basis of 
Shi'ism was the claim to regard 'All and his son as the true lmams. Iraq 
was considered an important landin which Shi'ism was born. Amon^ the 
Shi'ites themselves many'small sects sprang up such as the Isma'ilites. 
the Qarmatians, the Druze and the Nusayris.etc. 
There were other matters which reduced the power of the Uma:",^ d 
dynasty. The progeny of Abblas b. Abd-al-Muttalib b. Hashim the uncle of 
the Prophet had started their ("laim to the caliphate. They claimed their 
relationship with 'All saying that 'All belonged to the Hashimite clan which 
was the branch of the Quraysh. 
The non-Arab Muslims, especially the Iranians Muslims were not 
satisfied with the Umayyad rulers. In the words of P. K. Hitti: 
"Far from being granted the erpected economic and 
social equality with Arabian Muslems, they were instead 
generally reduced to the position of clients and 
were not always exempted from the canitation tax paid by 
non-Muslems. What made them more discontented was the 
consciousness that they represented a higher and more 
ancient culture, a fact acknowledged even by the Arabians 
themselves. It was among such discontented neophytes 
that the ShI'ite Abbasid seed found fertile soil. From 
al-'Irffq, always loyal to the Alid ca^se, the Shi'ah 
doctrine spread into Persia and struck root especially 
in the north-eastern province, Khurasan, which was then 
much larger than now. In Persia the way had been some-
what prepared by the Azd-Mudar feud perpetuated by the 
Arabs^ But deeper forf^ es were at work. Under the guise 
of Shi'ah Islam, Iranianism was revivifying itself. 
-(15)-
The zero hour in the life of the Umayyad dynasty 
approached when a coalition was effected between the 
Shi'ite, Khurasanian and Abbasid forces which was 
utilized by the last for their own advantage. ""-his 
coalition was headed by abu-al-'Abbfis a great-great-
grandson of al-'Abbas, the uncle of the Prophet. 
Under his leadership revolutionary Islam opposed the 
existing order with a feigned ideal of theocracy and 
a promise of return to orthodoxy."! 
The Abbasids put to an end the Umayyad rule in A.D. 7U7. Later 
on thev changed their attitude by opposing the Shi'ites, As a result 
of their failures, there emerged messionic ideas among the Shi'ites 
after the mvsterious disappearance of the twelth imSm. 
THE FORMATIVE STAGE OF SHI'ISM; 
The emergence of the Shiite movement was preceded b; some phenomena 
which took place under the Umayyads. As Lamton writes: 
"The succession of the Shia from the main body of 
Muslims, the Sunnis, was occasioned bv the political 
events arising from the hostility between Ali and 
the Umayyads. In the beginning the Shia was simply 
political legitimist movement, which held that the 
leadership of the community belonged to Ali and his 
descendants. Later it became a religious movement, 
and because of the connection between unorthodoxy 
and political opposition, it also became a kind of 
general umbrella for various movements of social and 
economic discontent. Of the numerous Shi'i sects 
only three are important from the point of view of 
political theory. They are Zaydiyya, who represent 
1 Ibid., p. 2^3. 
-(16)-
what may be called 'political Shi'ism, the Isma'iliyya, 
who represent "social Shi'ism and the main body of Shi'a 
which lies between these two extremes, the Imamlvva."^ 
Shi'ism appeared at the end of the ninth centurv. It was usuallv 
believed that Shi'ism was an Iranian phenomenon, but the fact is that many 
of the phenomena of proto-ShI'ism are first among the Arabs, In the 
words of Montgomery Watt: 
"In particular most leaders of revolts (other than 
Kharjlte) during the lAnayyad period made vengeance for 
'the family' one point in their programme for action; 
and this Is typically Arab idea. With this was usuall" 
linked the further Idea that 'the family' possessed 
special qualities - an ideaiin accordance with the <^om-
mon Arab belief that good and bad qualities like nobili-
ty and meanness were transmitted genetically through the 
family stock; from the exceptional gifts seen in Muhammad, 
it might be inferred that there was something exceptional 
about the clan of Hashim. 
The idea most charaf'teristic of later Shi'ism, how-
ever, was that of the imam or charismatic leader; and 
this implies that a series of men, each usually desig-
nated by his predecessor, had a special charisma over 
and above the general charisma of the clan of Hashim^ 
though doubtless connected with it. The first expres-
sion of this idea (if a historian's_re'^ort may be accept-
ed ) occured in 6^ 8 when some of All's followers went to 
him and said that thev would be 'friends of those whom 
he be friended and enemies of those to whom he was an 
enemy'. This records a willingness to S'^ '^ ept 'All's 
judgement in these matters and presumably also in others. 
1 Ann K.S. Lambton, State and Government in Ifedieval 
Islam (Oxford, I9B1), p. 219. 
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and so implies., at least to a sllp;ht decree, the belief 
that 'AlT war; & nharisraatir leader, Bui-h a belief ^^ an 
not alwa'^s be rlearl" distinp.iiished from the belief that 
in a time of i-risis a member of 'the familv' is the wisest 
f^ uide. As the phenomena of the Uma'^ '^ad period are pyamined 
howeveri it will be found that the idea of the -"harisTiatii" 
leader bef^omes more prominent until it dominates t^e tbii^k-
ing of the supporters of 'the famil"'. 
V/nen 'All was killed in Januar^^ "^ 61 b" a Khariiite in 
reveni^.e for his '^omrades slaufThtered at an-Nahar'-^n, nis 
son al-Hasan with iras'-^ lmite support from Kufa made a balf 
hearted attempt to -"laim the '-aliphate. He was defeated 
b" Mu'awl^-a. btit allowed to retire to a life Inx'irv in 
I'ledlna. Ten ''ears later in '''^ T there was an abortive 
revolt in Kufa led b^ - hui^ - ihn-^^i-al-kinidi. Next, afte^- the 
death of Mu',awiva and ai^ -^ession of Yazid In f^O. -^ame the 
••^Id for the ^aliphate b" al-Husa^Ti thf- full brother of 
al-iiasan. Though he received onl^ -- a fraction of the 
support he expef^ted, he refused to give up. and his small 
band of about a hundred, mostlir members of 'the famil^ '-'. 
'•'as massaf'-red at Ker'iala 'lal f'-za^' between K'lfa and the sl*e 
of the later Baphdad. This martyrdom of 'the famll"' 
has dominated the imaf^lnation of ^hi'ites in later times, 
nnrin.f^  the four troubled --ears that followed Kerbala 
nothing is heard of the liashimites in Iraq, perhaps be-
i^ ause anti-Umav^^ad feelings had found a fo<"us ln..Ibn-ar'-
Zuba^T at t'fe'-'ra ^^;ho vms rlalminn; the ^"allphale." 
It is no doubt that imamate is the main theme of the Shi'ite Islam. 
The idea of Imamate does not concern onl-'^  to the qualities and n'jmber of 
imams but also ronf^erns the extent of the guidance thev rive to the societ--. 
1 Montf^omer" Watt, Op, r-lt. , p. UO-Ul 
^ b.amld Alrar, Heliglon and State in Iran 17j'>-190.'^ ' 
The role of Lflama in tlie Oai'ar period (California. TQh9). p,?. 
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To quote Montgomery Watt again: 
"From this minimal belief there is to be distinguished 
any from of belief in which charismatic qualities are held 
to be present in the clan of Hashim or in some member of 
it. These charismatic qualities might be conceived in 
different ways, varying from a suprem^yhigh degree of human 
excellence, including gifts of leadership, to a super natu-
ral or devinely given endowment. Belief in an inheriting 
of special human excellence through the clan stock would be 
in accordance with the ideas of the pre-Islamic Arabs, where-
as the ideas of the manifestation in men of super human qua-
lities may rather have come from Aramaean and Persian elements 
among the Muslims. In some form or other, however, the 
charismatic leader of the house of HSshim had an appeal for 
masses of Muslims during the period from 700 to 85O and later, 
it was only gradually the belief in charismata restricted to 
the descendants of al-Husayn became pre-dominant. For several 
decades Muhammad Ibn-al-Hanafiyya and his son Abu Ilanhim 
attracted more attention."^ 
It is generally known that In the beginning the Shi:ite movement 
was entirely confined to the Arabs but the non-Ay.abs began to .ioin it after 
the revolt of Al-Mukhtar b. Abi 'Ubayd al-Thaqafi who based his policv on 
the book of God, the Sunna of the Prophet, vengence for 'the family', defenf^ e 
of the weak, and the Jihad against the evil doers. Al-Mukhtar refused to 
acknowledge the Caliphate of Ibn al-7,ubayT in Iraq, and he was eventually 
killed. 
1 Montgomery Watt. Op.^it.. pp. sU-^' 
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After the death of Al-Mukhtar, an Important proto-Shi'ite 
phenomena appeared in the middle of the eighth century. The idea 
was propogated that Muhammad b. al-Hansfiyya had not died, but that 
he hid himself in the mount Radwa and would return at the suitable time 
bringing Justice to the world. This was the first time that surh an 
idea appeared among Muslims, and it was the starting point of tt-e idea 
of the immortal imSm or messianic belief began to spread in A.D. 700 
after his death. During the Umayyad period, the messianic idea was 
mixed with political quietism. This idea became the main considera-
tion of t'^e Shi*ite sects in several forms. 
As H.A.R. Gibb writes "It is not yet ^lear by whit stages 
these two original forjns of Shi'ism were welded together, 
the Arab legitimist Shi'a and the esoteric Shi'ism. But 
in the third and fourth f^ enturies of the Muslim era the 
process was already far advanced. The qualities of the 
gnostic ImSms were transferred to the descendants of the 
Prophet through Ali and the Prophet's daughter Fatima, 
and the gnostic doctrines were adopted as the reiigious 
constitution of the Shi'a setc. The majority of the 
minor sects disappeared, leaving the field to three 
principle groups of Shi'ites".^ 
According to the Shi'ite belief the imam_ who was the charismatic 
leader was in the stateof concealment (ghayba). It was also believed in 
his return fraj'a) who will then fill the earth with justice. 
1 H.A.R. Gibb Op.cit.. p.l?U. 
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THE DIVISION OF SHI'ISM : 
The division in Shi'ism took place after the matyrdom of Husayn. 
To quote Tabitabal: 
"Shi'ism did not undergo any divisions during the 
imamate of the first three Imams : Ali, Hasan and Husayn. 
But after the martyrdom of Husayn, the majority of the 
Shi'ites accepted the imamate of Ali Ibn Husayn al-
Sa,1jad, while a minority knovm as the Kisaniyah believed 
that the third son of Ali, Muhammad Ibn Hanafi^ '*h, was 
the fourth Imam as well as the promised Mahdi. and that 
he had gone into occulation in the Radwa mountains and 
one day would reappear. After the death of Imam al-
Sajjad the majority of the Shi'ites accepted as Imam his 
son, Muhammad al-Baqir, while minority follo'^d Zavd al-
Shahld. another son of Imam al-Sa,-)jad. and became known 
as Zaydis. Following Imam Muhammad al-Baqir. the Shi'ites 
accepted his son Ja'far al-Sadiq as Imam and after the 
death of Imam Ja'far the majority followed his son Imam 
Musa al-Kazira as the seventh Imam. However, ^ one group 
followed the older son of the sixth Imam, Ismail, who 
had died while his father was still alive, and when this 
latter group separated from the majority of Shi'ites it 
became known as Isma'ilis, Others accepted as Imam 
either 'Abdallah Al-Aftah or Muhammad, both sons of t'ae 
sixth Imam. Finally, another party stopped with the 
sixth Imam himself and considered him as the last Imam. 
In the same way, after the matyrdom of Imam Musa al-
Kazim the majority followed his son, Ali al-Rida. as 
the eighth Imam. However, some stopped with the 
Imam and became known as Waqifiyah. 
From the eighth Imam to the twelfth, w?iom the majority 
of the Shi'ites believe to be the promised Mahdi, no division 
of any importance took place within Shi'ism. Even if certain 
events occured in the form of division, they lasted but a few 
days and dissolved by themselves. For example, Ja'far, the 
son of the tenth Imam, claimed to be Imam after the death of 
his brother, the eleventh Imam. A group of people followed 
him but scattered in a few days and Ja'far for himself did 
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not follow his claim any further. Further more, t ere 
are differences between Shi'ites in theological and .-ju-
ridical matters which must not be considered af 4ivi'-io"« 
in religious schools. Also the Babi and Baha'i,sert, whi^h 
like the Batinis (the Oaramitah) differ in both tf.e 
principle (usul) and branches (furu) of Islam fnm the 
Muslims, should not in any sense be considered as branched 
of Shi'ism. 
The sects which separated from the majority of 
Shi'ites all dlsolved within a short period, except 
two: the Zaydi and the Isma'ili which continue to 
exist until now. To this day communities of these 
branches are active in various parts of the world 
such as the Yemen, India, and Syria."1 
2 
7AYDISM: 
The followers of Zayd al-Shahid. the son of imam al-Sajj5d, were 
called Zaydis. Zayd al-Shahid was killed in the rebellion against the 
UmaT.'ad d"nasty in the years 737. 
The followers of Zayd regarded him as the fifth imam of tne House-
hold of t'le Prophet, After him his son, Yahya b, > avd who rebelled 
against the caliph Walid b. Yazid took his place and latter he was also 
1 Sayyid Muhammad IJusayn Tabatabai, Shi'a. Eng. Tr. 
Savyid Husayn Nasr (Qum, 39^1), pt), 75-76,' 
2 According to Abu-Mansur Abd-al-Qahir Ibn-Tahir /aydiyah 
was divided into three sects, and the Imamiyah into fifteen. 
3 The Zaydis are dominant in Yemen, 
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killed. After Yahya", Muhammad b. 'AbdalHh and Ibrahim b. Abdullah 
who revolted against the Abb'Ksid caliph al-Mbnsur al-Davmniqi were 
chosen as imams and they were also killed. 
In the first stage, the Zavdis accepted the first two caliphs 
Abu Bakr and 'Ifciar, as their ingms. But after that some of them rejected 
the first two caliphs and considered 'All as the first imam. Sa^ "/•id 
Muhammad Husayn Tabltabai, writes that in the matters of principles of 
Islam (usGH ). the Zaydis followed a path close to that of the Mu'tazil-
ites, while in the field of the law (furu) they applied the Jurispru-
dence of Abu Hanlfah, the founder of one of the four Sunni schools of 
1 
law. They also differed among themselves concerning some other problem. 
As H.A.R. Gibb writes that the Zaidis. are closest to the old 
legitimist Shi'ism and to the orthodox Sunni Islam. They recognize 
2 
continuing series of imams, to whom no supernatural qualities are ascribed. 
1 Ibid., p.77. 
2 H.A.R. Gibb,, Op,cit., p. 19h. 
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In the word of Montgomery Watt: 
"It was asserted that a form of Zaydism or some 
thing very like it was the doctrine followed by al-
Ma'mamiTn and some of his chief officials. Perhaps 
it was to this period that Ibn-Qutayba's statement 
applied that al-Jahiz sometimes defended the Zaydi-
y:/a against the 'Uthmani^Ta and the Ahlas-Sunna. 
After the time of al Jahiz little is heard in Iraq 
about the Zaydites and the centre of interest in 
"avdism shifts to tivo points on the periphery of 
the ealiphate,to the region south of the Caspian 
sea to the Yemen, where small Zaydite state were 
created. The chief intellectual leader of the 
northern state was al-Uthrush (d.917). Because of 
certain peculiarities in doctrine and practice the 
northern Zaydites were reckoned to belong to the 
sect of the Nasiriyya, from a name of honour given 
to al-Utrush an—Nasir li-1-IIagg.l 
The Zaydites thought that there doctrines i^ ontained the truth 
for all Muslims so they did not adopt missionary tactics as the Fatimids 
did. When thev established the small state of their own they regained 
awav from the rest of the Muslim Communities. Even though they had high 
standard of Yemeni Zaydism, the '/'.aydites did not have much contribution 
to the Islamic thought because they were away from the rest of Muslim 
world. 
1 Montgomery Watt. , Op.cit., pp. ;?7'^ -27?. 
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Of all the Shi'ite se^ t^s the 7a'-dis were the nearest akin to 
the Sunnites. It was the most telerent se^ 't. The" did not belie^-e 
in any hidden imSm, but the*' were Hostile to Sufism like ot'ier se^ t^s 
of Shi'ism, 
THE ISM'ILIS : 
The Isrnailis sometimes ^alled the SabM^-^a or Seveners. The'^ 
("onsider that the imam after Ja'far al Sadlq was his son Isma'il and not 
Musa al-Kazim, as the imamites believes. Tt vras an underrro'ind movement 
from about 7^ '^  until the end of the nineth r-entur'''. As a under-^round 
movement Isma'ilism prospered because it developed hierar^hi-^ oT-ranization. 
The imam, '^ ho remained hidden while the movement was unr^erfrounfi, f^ere 
was a bod" of acents. ea^h with the title da' i or 'Missioners'. 'siimmoner", 
and under the supervision of a r-hief da' i the agents, thouf^h often a'-tinp 
serretlv, had certain contacts witK persons outside the movement. The 
movement achieved its first success at about 89I+ A.D, was when Abu Sa'ld 
al Hasan al-Janabl. the da' i of the branch or se'^ t know as the Oaramita 
established a kind of republic' in eastern Arabia and made Bahrain its 
centre. It was from Bahrain that the missioners carried to Isniai'lite 
propaganda to various oarts of the 'Abbasid caliphate. At the 
beginning of the tenth centur-^ the Oaramita revolted in the S\rpian 
desert, whi'-h was suppressed with great diffi<-ult". In eastern Arabia the 
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Cararaathian state continued to flourish till the end of the eleventh 
1 
century. 
Ubayd-Allah, who was considered a Mahdi, founded his own state 
in 909 by overthrowing the Aghlabld reign in Tunisia and the Rustamid 
dynasty in western Algeria, and conquered Sicily. After that, in 9^ 9» 
he conquered Egypt and shifted the capital to Cairo. 
The early history of the Isita'il movement remains obscure. It 
was not until the 3rd/9th century had passed. When it appeared in the 
form of a secret revolutionary organisation carrying on its missionary 
2 
activities in many muslim countries of the world and would reappear as 
the Missi yah or Mahdi. Another group of people believed that the storv 
of Isma'il's death was created to hide the truth in fear of the Abb"asid 
caliph al-Mansur. However, the group of people considered that Isma'll 
was the true imam, so when he died, the imamate should be transferred to 
his son Muhammad b. Ismail, the ideas of the first two groups disappeared, 
but that of the third one contains upto the present time. The main doct-
rines of the Isma'Ilis have been ably summarised by W. Madelung in the 
1 Montgomery Watt, Op.cit., pp. ?71-?7?. 
2 Encyclopaedia of Islam, art. "isma'iliyya", 
•(?6). 
following words which deserve to be quoted in full 
The doctrine prona^'ated b" the Pre-Fatimid Isma'ili 
revolutionarv movement of the second half of the 3rd/ 
9th century can be derived in its outlines from later 
Isma'ili works and repo-^ t of ant I Isni'Ili anthors. It 
embodied alread^- the '^ asii" framework of the later Isma'ili 
relini-O'is svstem. thoMr';h it '-ras "onseauentl'' modified in 
some important respects. I''undamental was the distin^^tion 
between the .^ abir exterior or exoteri'". and the I'if^ in in-
ward or esoteric, aspei^ts of religion the :^ .ahlr '-onsists in 
the apparent, generall" a'^ '-epted meaning of the revealed 
seriptures and in the religious law laid down in them. It 
'"hanges with ea<"h Prophet. The hatin r-onsi'^ ts in the truths 
(baka* ik) ^onr-ealed in the seriptures and laws vmi^h 
are unchangeable and are made apparent from them b--
the ta'will interpretation which is often of a "abalisti^-
nature rel^^ing on the mistical significance of ".etters and 
numbers. These truths form a gnosti'^ system comprising a 
cosmology and a cyclical hierohistor^r. At the basis of the 
pre-Fatimid cosmolog-'^  v;as a myth, onl'^ imperfe^tl-- reflected 
in the later sources, ai^cording to whi^h the divine imper-
active kun, consisting of the letter Kaf and niln^  through 
duplication formed the two original principles Kunl ^adar. 
Kun'i was the female and Kadar the male principle. The 
seven letters of kilni kadar were know as the seven higher 
letters (al-huruf al 'ulwi:'A'-a), which are the archet\rpes of 
the seven messenger Prophets and their revealed messages. 
From the two first principles proceeded three spiritual 
power, d.jadd, fath, and khaval, identified with the 
three archangels D.iibra'il Mlka'il and Israfil, which 
mediate between the spiritual world and man in the Dhvsical 
world. The cvi^li^ai historv progresses throuo;h seven 
eras, each inagurated bv an enunciator (natik) Prophet 
bringing _a revealed message. Each of the first six 
natiks, Adam. ITuh, Ibrahim, Milsa. ' Isa and Muhammad. 
war followed bv a fundament (asas) o^ - silent one 
( gtunit ) who revealed the ^^in of the 
riLSsage. and b-"- seven imams, the seventh imam in ea^h era 
rises in rank and becomes the natik of the following era. 
abrogating the law of the previous natik and bringing a 
new one. In the era of Muhammad. 'All was the asas and 
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Muhammad b. Isma'll the seventh irrSm. Muhammad b. 
Ismail on his reappearance in the near future will 
become the seventh rialjik, the Ka'im or MahdI. and 
will abrogate the law of Islam. His message will, 
tjowever. consist in the full revelation of the ba^in 
truths without any zahir law. He will rule the world 
and then the physical world, sitting in judgement 
over humanity. During his absence he is represent 
by twelve hudjd.jas residing in the twelve regions 
(djaza'ir) of the earth. The cyclical history was 
sometimes coupled with astrological speculations, and 
astrological predictions were made specifically con-
cerning the date of the coming of the Ka'im.1 
BRANCHES OF THE ISMA'ILIS; 
The Ismailla are divided into a number of sub-branches. 
namely: 
The Batinis: 
Before the appearance of Ubaydallah al-^%hdi in North Africa, 
in the year 89I, there appeared an unknown person in Kufa from Khuristan 
who never disclosed his real name. He fasted during the day time and 
prayed at night. He invited the people to Join the Isma'ili ser>t. He 
went to Damascus and no one ever heard of him again. 
1 En'cyclopaedia of Islam, art "Isma'iliyya'.' 
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He was replaced by one Ahnad, who was known as the Oaramitian, 
he started preaching Batini doctrines in Iraq. The Batini school 
"interpret the external aspects of Islam in an esoteric manner and considers 
the externals of the Shari'ah to be onlv for simple minded people of little 
intelligence who are deprived of spiritual perfection." 
The whole philosophical svstein of the Batinis are based on the 
following principle: (a) hgtin (b) ta'wil (c) Miass wa 'amm. and 
(d) tal^ iya. 
The Batinis believed that every text had its hidden or inner meaning 
(batin), as compared to the literal meaning (gahir). Not only the texts 
which are in any case metaphorical, but also in historical passages, moral 
exhortations, legal and ritual prescriptions. Each and every thing -
person, act, or object was to be understood symbolically. Sometimes the 
whole anecdotes were read as 'extended allegories'. The use of numbers 
and letter as symbolism was a common practice. They applied the same 
procedure to the sacred books of the non-Muslims. In fact this attitude 
was adopted towards the whole of nature for the batin represented an eso-
teric world of hidden spiritual reality, parallel to the reality of the 
?ahir, the ordinary visible world, which cloaked and coni^ ealed it. The 
1 Ibid.. p. 80. 
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true function of scripture was to point to that hidden world even while 
keeping it distinguished in symbols.' 
Taiwil. the educing of the bat in from the zahir text (tawil), was 
therefore as fundamental as tanzil (the revelation of the literal iacred 
text). It was believed that for every prophet who was given tanzil Tiust 
be a person known as a wagi (an executor, in the case of "Muhatnimad, 'Ali) 
Mankind, then were divided into khasg ( the elite who know the 
b'fttin) and 'amm (ordinary followers of the zlhir revelation). The former 
were considered representative of All and the sole authority source of 
ta'wil. They believed in the hierarchical ranks (hudud) of teachers who 
mediate between the iniam and the simple novice. 
The secret knowledge must not be given to the 'amm. The Batini 
thus interpreted the Shi'ite principle of tal^ iyya in the sense that it was 
obligating not to reveal the baiyjn^  to any unauthorised persons whether was 
1 
any danger of persecution or not". 
The Nizaris or the Assasins: 
'Ubaydallah al-Mahdl who rebelled in North Africa in the year 90U 
claimed himself to be the imam of the Fatimid regime and his descendants 
1 Encyclopaedia of Islam, art "Batiniya". 
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made Cairo as the centreof the caliphate. The Isma'ilis continued to 
flourish for seven generations vdthout getting split into any sub-
division. But when the seventh imam, al-Mustansir Bi'lllh Mu'ldd Ibn 
'AII died, there arose a dispute among his sons Nizar and al-Musta'll 
for the post of imamate which led to the battle between the two brothers. 
The result was that Musta'li won and Nizar, his brother, was captured who 
died in the prison. 
The dispute between the two brother led to the division of the 
Fatimids into the Nizaris and the Musta'lis, The leader of the Nizaris 
or the Assasins was Hasan al-Sabbah (d.llPU) who was verv close associate 
of al-Mustansir. Due to his support of Nizar, he was exiled from Egypt 
by al-Musta'li. He came to Persia and conquered the fort of Alamlit and 
established his rule. He called upon the people to Join the Ismail! 
faith. It is said that the motive of his movement (also known as the 
2 
•Neo-Israailites') was personal ambition and revenge. The term 'Assasins 
3 
came from the Arabic word "Hashish". In the beginning the movement was 
organised secretly, but it became very active in Syria in the in the last 
years of the eleventh century. 
1 He was perhaps a Persian from Tus. He r-iaimed his 
descent from the Himyarite Kings of South Arabia-
2 P.K. Hitti, Op.cit.. p.5'^ <^  
3 Bernard Lewis, The Assasins (New York liQfiP>) p . T l . 
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It is generally believed that to achieve their aims, the members 
of this sect made free use of lethal weapons in killing their adversaries. 
They were ready to do whatever their chief ordered. They were free from 
the shackles of doctrines as they ignored all faiths and moralities, A 
group of Asasdns appeared in the mask of a rigorous doctrine and severe 
1 
morals. 
After his death in A.D. 112U, Buzurq Umid Rudbarl followed by his 
son Ki\ra t-iuhammad, continue to ruled the country, in the manner of Hasan 
al-Sabbah. The way of the Nazaris was changed when Hasan 'Ala Dhikrihi'l-
Salam, the fourth ruler became one of Batinis 'Four other rulers Muhammad 
Ibn Ala Dhikruhi'l-Salam, Jalal al-Din Hasan, 'Ala-al-Din, and Rukn al-Din 
Khurshak, became Sultan and Imam one after another until Hulagu, the 
Mongol conqueror, invaded Persia. He captured the Israa'ili forts and put 
all the Isma'ilis to death, leveling their forts to ground. 
In the next century, AC|Q. Khan of Muhalat in Persia who ''ame from 
the Nizaris uprose against Muhammad Shah Qajar in Kirman in I?'i5/l3?9 but 
1 Ibid., p. ]?, 
? When the Mongols -aptured M^syad in 3?(nO, The S-.T-ian 
Assasins were scattered to Persia, Ur?.am, Zanzibar and Inrlia. 
3 Sa^ .^ id Muhammad HusuynTabatabM, Op. ^ it. . n.B]. 
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at last was defeated and escaped to Bombav. His propagation for i.'-'p 
sake of Batini - Nizarb, whii-h started in Bombay, continued till now. 
At present the Nizaris are known as Ac[a Khanids. 
Although Nizaris are the followers of the eleventh iiram, they 
1 
stick themselves to the main dogma of the seveners. 
The M-jsta'lis: 
The Musta'lis were those who followed al-Musta'li. "he line 
of their imamate continued in the reigns of the Fatimid dynasty in Eg'/pt 
and came to an end in the year 55^/1171. Later on the Bohra sect conti-
nued the same idea upto the present day. 
The Druze: 
The Druze are one of the Shi'ite se-^ t. They are the followers of 
al-Hakim (9196-1121) he su'^ '^ eeded the Fatimid "aliphs and was only eleven 
years old when he ascended the throne. He followed extreme I^^mailite 
doctrines. After sometime he declared himself the incarnation of the 
Diety and was so accepted by a newly organised se^t called Druze, after 
1 S.N. Fischer, On.r-jt. , p.108 
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its first great missionary, a Turk named al-Darazi (IOIQ), A1 Hakim was 
killed in 1021. In the word of Tabatabai: "The Druzes, who live in t\<e 
Druze mountains in Syria (and also in Lebanon) were originall\' followers 
of the Fatimid Caliphs. But as a result of the missionary S'^tivity of 
Washtakln, the Druze Joined the Batlni se'^ t. The Druze stop with the 
sixth Fatimid caliph al-Hakim Billah, whom others believe to have been 
killed,and claim that he is in occulation. He has ascended to heaven 
1 
and will appear once again to the world." 
The Muganna'ahs: 
'Ata'l-Marwi known as al Muqanna, the'Veiled Prophet of Khurasan, 
was an Iranian who revolted against the Abbasid caliph al-Mahdl for vears. 
1 
He was a follower of Abu Muslim of Khurasan, When Ab"u Muslim died, he 
declared tfiat the soul of Abu Muslim incarnated in his body and shortly 
after he claimed himself to be a Prophet, In the year 1^?/'77 he was 
1 Abu Muslim was a Persian freedman. He had revolted in 
Khurasan to bring the Abbasid to power. But after coming to power 
the Abbasid caliphs al-Mansur betraved him and executed t^eache^ousl^^ 
There arose a Khurrtuni sect led by the rebel Babik or Babak. The 
sect is so call because it arose from a distrii^t in Iran as a result 
of the execution of Abu Muslim. Horre of the Khurramite Relieved that 
Abu Muslim was not death and that he will return to spread Justice in 
the world. Mas'udi, vol.VI, p.lBf^, Baghdadi, ed.Hitti, pp.l^-?, seg: 
Fihrist, p.3^2. Cited by Kitti. Op.cit., p. 3?3. 
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surrounded in the fort of Kabash, Transoxiania. When he realized that 
he would be captured and killed, he then jumped, alongwith some of his 
followers, into fire and died. His diciples soon accepted IsTia'llism 
1 
and the method of the Batinis. 
Development of the Shi'ite doctrine: 
Imamateor caliphate in the sense of "supreme leadership" of 
the muslims community, formed a very important doctrine of the Shi'ites 
from the beginning. It lead to the division of the Shi'ites them-
selves into a number of branches. 
The Shi'ites presented a concept of the imamate quite different 
from that of the Sunnis. For the Shi'ites the xmam became as the imam 
ma'sum (inpeccable and infallible) as well as the supreme interpreter of 
the Shari'^. 'This charismatic leader derived his power from his pre-
decessor bv virtue of an explicit nomination (nags), kept secret through-
out the preceding reign and revealed only after the date of the caliph, by 
2 
the man of trust to whom it had been confided.' 
1 Ibid., p. BP 
2 Encyclopaedia of Islam, art. "Khalifa". 
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For those who believed in Hanafite, Malikite, or Ilanbalite schools 
of thought, 'Ali was regarded as the last of the four orthodox caliphs (al-
Khulafa' al-Rashidun), but the Shi'a held that 'All was the sole legitimate 
successor of the Prophet and the right was handed down to his son and their 
offsprings. From the very beginning there has been among the Shi'ites 
extremist groups who magnified All's nature until it assumed a devine 
1 
character. 
The significance of imamate to the Shi'ite thought can be measured 
by their continuous attempts to incorporate it with the other "pillars" of 
Islam. For example, they added the formula 'All Waliallah to the tradi-
tional Shahada. 'There is the original formular of the Shahada. In one 
Shi'i tradition it is asserted that such a Shahada was proclaimed in this 
world immediately after its creation. In other tradition it is state that 
the walaya (principle of loyalty to Ali and other Imams) existed long be-
fore the creation of Adam, when all future generation of man were assembled 
at 'Arafa in the form of atoms (arants, dharr), they solemnly acknowledged 
not only Allah's divinity (as is stated in Qur'an). 
1 Edward G.Browne^A Literary History of Persia vol.11 (Cambridge, 
1956), p. I9U. He writes that 'Even at the present day the 'Ali-Uahis, 
who, as their name implies, regard 'Ali as neither more nor less than an 
incarnation or "Manifestation" of God.' 
? E. Kohlberg, 'Some Shi'a views of Antediluvian world'. 
Studia Islamica (1980), p. UU. 
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The believes of Shi'ites were opposed by the Sunnltes. Aci^ ording 
to their (Shi'ite) theory the legitimate leadership of Muslim community 
was struck only to imam who was diviniy appointed for the high post, the 
t:iam is a man who has a knowledge and also belongs to Muhammad's family 
through Fatima and 'All. The extremist Shi'ites even went so far as to 
believe that the imam, on account of this divine, and luminous essence, 
was the incarnation of God himself. 'To them A H and his descendent 
inams constitute a continuous divine revelation in human form. A later 
ultra-Shi'ite sect even held that Gabriel mistook Muhammad for 'Ali, who 
was originally intended for the reception of the revelation. In all this 
] 
the Shi'ite stands in opposition to the Sunnite creed.' 
The Zaydis,unlike the Imamis, do not accept the heredity line of 
imSm but were ready to support any niember of the 'family' who became inam^  
by revolting against the unlawful rulers. Some Zaj-^ is in the Uth centur" 
held that all descendants of All's father, Abu Talib, were eligible for 
the post of inam which generally was limited only for the descendants of 
al-Hasan and al-Husayn. 
The Zaydis were divided into two main groups, namely, the Batriyya 
and the jarudiyya. The Batriyya, like the moderate kufan Shi'a,believed 
in the imaraate of Abu Bakr, 'Umar and 'Uthman till the first six years of 
1 P.K. Hitti, Op.Git., p. ?UB. 
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his rule on the ground that 'All had given his allegiance to them. They 
denied 'Uthman's right to the caliphate during the last six yeeirs of his 
rule. The Jarudiyya held radical ideas as they did not accept the three 
caliphs. They pointed out that Ali was designated as his executor (wagi) 
by the prophet and that most of the Companions of the Prophet had gone 
1 
astray by following Abu Bakr and 'Umar. 
The Zaydis believed that the establishment of the imamate was 
compulsory for the community. They maintained that, after al-Hasan and 
al-Husayn, the imamate could be given to any descendant of Hasan and 
2 
Husayn who had adequate qualities. The qualities essential fo^ - the imam 
were the same as in the doctrines of the Sunnis and the Mu'tazilites. The 
imiam must be equipped with religious knowledge and be able to give free 
judgement in law. Other qualities were piety, courage and moral integritv. 
Only the most excellent could be the rightful inam and if some one was more 
excellent than him and he rose up and claimed the imamate, the previous imam 
3 
must give way to him. 
1 Encyclopaedia of Islam, art. "Imama". 
2 The Zaydites did not believe that 'Ali was the legitlrraste 
I-nam though they considered him as the most excellent (afdal). 
3 Sncyclopaedla of Islam, art. ' Imama * 
.(38). 
The basic conception of the Imamate of the Imami;'r\'^  (or the 
twelvers) was founded by imam Ja'far al-Sadiq in A.D. 765. It was held 
that the imam was a necessary for the community because he was an infal-
lible leader who would guide the people to righteous. Thev raised up 
the imam, upto the level of the Prophet. The difference between the 
Prophet and the inam was in this only that the latter did not transmit 
a divine scripture. Therefore, one who disobeyed the imam was considered 
an infidel as one who disobeyed the Prophet. The basic character of the 
imam was that he must be "pure" from sin or any error. Though the imam 
had to take responsibility as a leader both in religious and political 
matters, his post did not depend on any of his actual rulings. According 
to the 'imami authoritative hadith': 
"The world cannot exist for a moment without a t}ud,jd,-ja 
of God. There can be only a single imam at any time, 
though there may be a silent (samit) imam (his successor) 
besides him. The imams are referred to in manv passages 
of the Kur'an bv such terms as the "Light of God" His 
"witness". CSt^uhada) among mankind. His "signs" f'alamat). 
those "firm Crasikhun) in knowledge etc. Thev are the 
"vi'^ef^erents" (khulafa') of God on earth, the "gates" 
(abwab) through which he is apnroached. the heirs of the 
knowledge of the Prophet. The iirfiras are in possession 
of all revealed books. Onlv thev have perfect knowledge 
of the Kur'an in both its exoteri^^ (^ahir)and esoteric 
(bstin) meaning. The''- have been given the "greatest name 
of God" (ism Allah al-azam). Thev have inherited the 
arms of the Prophet and the books Sabifa, D.jafr, D^amia 
and the Mughaf of Fatima containing secret knowledge. 
The knowledge of ever;- imam is identical with the know-
ledge of the Prophet. Though the imams are not endowed 
(39)-
with a native faculty of knowing the hidden (ghavb).thev 
know "what has been and what will be". They have per-
fect knowledge of all crafts and all languages. God 
gives them knowledge of anything they desire to know. 
The imfims receive the perfect knowledge of his predeces-
sor in the last moment of the latter's life. In the 
night of al-kadr of every year the inam receives the 
Judgements of God concerning every event in the following 
year. The imam is spoken to (muhaddath)and informed 
(mufahham) by an angel, but unlike the rasul does not see 
him. • The imam is endowed with the holy spirit (ru>) al-
kuds).'l 
The Isma'ilis maintained the idea that imams are necessary for 
mankind. They ranked the inam below the natiq and the asas and above 
the bu,1,1a. He had the duty of explaining the meaning of the revealed 
law and also giving its interpreteftion. 
According to the doctrine of the Kharijitea, Justice is the most 
necessary quality of an imam. An inam who violated the divine law must 
be expelled, even by force. They considered the unjust Imam and his sup-
porters as infidels unless they repented. The state of infidelity would 
also fall to any Muslim who do not detach himself from the unjust jngm. Any 
Muslim who did not declare his support to the Just itiiam would be held as an 
infidel. According to them, a non-Ourayshite or even a slave can become an 
2 
tmm. 
1 Encyclopaedia of Islam, art, "Iraama" 
2 Ibid, 
CHAPTER - II 
SHI'ISM UNDER THE SAFAVIDS 
SHI'ISM UNDER THE ABBASIDS: 
At the early part of the 8th century a strong propaganda was 
launched by the Hashimite family of the Abbasid branoh in Khurasan whirh 
1 
appealed to other Hashiraites the Shi'ites and the Iranians. 
The Abbasids got victory by the support of several groups and 
each group considered it as its own victory. The Abbasids had no interest 
in any of the groups because they were considered as merely a tool of gain-
ing power. As Yahya Armajani writes: "Soon after the Abbffsids came to 
power thev realized that it was not oolitically expedient to antagonize 
the majority Moslems in favour of the minority Shi'is and check their own 
pro-Shi'is proclivities. This did not endear them in the eyes of the 
1 L.P. Elwell Sutton, Ntodern Iran (London, ]9**?), -o.hO. 
-Ul-
1 
Shi'is, who thenceforth became the enemies of the caliphate," 
Ultimately the Abb'asids got the caliphate in the name of the 
Prophet's family. At the beginning they expressed some s\Tnpathy with the 
people, especially to the progeny of the Prophet. 
There was a strong sense prevailing among the Shl'ites to avenge 
the death of^the Prophet's family and people secretly trailed upon to give 
their support to a number of the Prophet's family. But this instruf'tion 
did not come from the imams themselves. 
In the early part of the 3rd/9th century, Shi'.ism '^ ame to life again 
because many Greek philosophical and scientific books were translated into 
Arabic, so people engaged themselves with rational scienr-es. Al-Ma'mun. 
the Abbasid caliph who ruled from I98/B13 to ?lB/8?3 favotured M'uta^ ilite 
views. He thus supported the intellectualistic expressions. He pra^ted 
the freedom of discussion and propagation about religious views. The Shi'it?-
theologians and learned men, therefore were very active in the T)ropap:ation 
of Shi'ism. By the political force during that period, al-Ma'mun made the 
eighth Shi'ite imBm his successor. This brought freedom to the desr^ endants 
of the Prophet once again. Al - Ma'mun came so much under their influence 
1 Yahya Armajani, Iran, (New Jersey,1972), T),63. 
.(l4?). 
that he raised the green flag of the Shi'itf . He went so far as to atrooint 
the eight imam., 'AIT al-RazS, as his heir. The great uproar created bv his 
1 
act forced him to leave Baghdad, Miitawakkil (?33/8U7 - ^Uf)/86l) held a 
special enmity against 'All and the Shi'ites, During his reign the immediate rev-
ersion lo ort.'io'iox oo'Vired. A riLro;;;'; reaction R.j^ ains'' tf^ c •^•••Is'' 11 l^.v iof^trire- led 
to indiscriminate persecution of every other sect in order to keeT> the stens 
with the nature of the Turkish praetorians who were p;rowing during that time. 
The ruthless persecution of the Shi'ites'stirred up their latent he^red 
p 
against the 'Abbasid rule and must have furthered dissemination'. 
In the 10th century, because of the weakness of the Abbasid 
government and tne '"oming into existence of the Buvid rulers. r;hi'i?:m was 
able to rise up agair and to spread their faith all over. The Envif^s who 
were also Shi'ite, got influence both in Baghdad, the ^p-oital. and in the 
nrovin'^es of Iran, This made Shi'ites able to stand against their enemies 
who forraerlv tried to use the caliphate's power to destro:^ them and thev 
were free to propagate their faith openlv, 
3 
SHI'ISM UIWER THE SAFAVIDS : 
In I ran the s u r v i v a l of a S h i ' i t c nucleus helped the formation of 
SJii'iter> and Sayyed communities in c e r t a i n towns, su^h as Qom Kav, 
1 Yah-'-a Arma.lani. Op. C i t , . v.(^h 
? .fljnir Hasan Siddiqi. Caliphate and Kingship in Medieval Persia 
(Lahore, 19^+2), P-^ 
•5 The rulers of the Safavids d^mastv that ruled from T^'Oi-iyo?. 
.(U3). 
Oazvin and Nisapur, thesetowns kept Shi'ism alive in Iran until the 
triumph of the Safavids. several centuries later, when Shi'ism was imposed 
1 
on the Hunnite majority as the offifial religion of the whole land, 
E.G. Browne, writing about the Safavids. sa^s : 
? 
"The rise of the Safavi dynasty in Persia at the beginning 
of the sixteenth centurv of the Christian era was an event of 
the greatest historical importance, not only to Persia herself 
and his immediate neighbours, but to Europe generallv it marks 
not only the restoration of the Persian Empire and the recrea-
tion of the Persian nationality after an eclipse of more than 
eight centuries and a half but the entrance of Persia into the 
comity of nations and the genesis of political relations which 
still to considerable extent hold good".3 
The origin of Safavids are still obscure. It is not certain 
whether the famil^ '- came from Kurdistan or from any other place. It seems 
certain that the Safavids spoke Azari which is a form of Turkish used in 
A^ arbB[:y,ian. However, they were a native of Iranians stock. It has been 
said that the Safavids, after, establishing their own state, tried to 
falsify evidence of their origin. As Savorv writes : 
"Their fundamental object in claiming a Shi'I origin was to 
differentiate themselves from the Ottomans and to enable them 
to enlist the syrrpathies of all heterodox elements. To this 
end they systematically destroyed any evidence which indi-^ ated 
1 Yahva Armajani, Op. Cit., p.6U 
2 Safavi is the adjective formed from Saff who was a Sufi saint 
Safi: -yud-Dln, who died in Gllan in A.D. 133I1 at the age of B5. He 
claimed to be the descendant 'in the twentieth degree from Musa KSzim 
the seventh InSm', 
3 E.G. Browne, A Literary History of Persia^ vol. IV 
(Cambridge, I978) p.3-
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that Shaykh Safi al-Dfn Ishaq, the founder of the Safavid tarfqa 
was not a Shl'f (he was probably a Sunni of ShaflT madhhab), and 
the^^ fabricated evidence to prove that the Safavids were Sa^^vids, 
that is, direct discendants of the Prophet. They constru-^ted a 
dubious genealogy tra^^ing the descent of the safavid familv from 
the seventh of the Twelver Imams. Milsa al-Kazim- a genealogy 
which is seduously followed by the later Safavid sources and 
introdur^ed into the text of a hagiological work on the life of 
Shavkh SafT'al-Dfn, a number of anecdotes designed to vali-
date the safavid claim to be savvids. Viewed dispassionately, 
the majority of these anecdotes appear ingenuous, not to say 
naive r 
Right from 7OO/13O to R50/1UU the Safavid Shavkhs of Ardabll 
wanted to spread their influence. SafT al-Dfn changed the form of the 
Safavids, a sufT order of loi^ al importance people-into a strong religious 
movement whose influence was not only confined to the borders of Iran, 
but spread to Syria and eastern Anatolia as well. 
SafT al-Dfn's death in 735/133'+ f-oincided with the disintegration 
of the Mongol empire of the H-Khans. For about fifty years, Persia was 
in great turmoil. Twenty years later the Turco - Mongol forces (Tatars) 
led by Tfmur invaded the country. During the period of anarchy Safi 
al-Dfn's son, Sadr al-Dfn Musa, succeeded in protecting the lands which 
belonged to ArdabTl sanctury. He received a visit from Tamerlane. 
The next head of the family was Khawa.ia 'Alf who was known as 
3 
the "Shavkh of Persia". The politii-al ambition of the Khawa.ia 'All. 
the grandson of Shavkh Safi, led to a f^ onflict with the ruling -lass in 
! R.M. Savory, "Safavid Persia" The Cambridge Histor-" of Inlam. 
Vol.1 (Cambridge, 1970), p.39U. 
2 Ibid. , ^-p. 395 - 396 
3 Percey Svkes, /LHistory ^f Persia Vol. ?. (London, ] 9^9), •p.^'^^. 
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Iran - the Oara-Po-'ninluv the black-sheep Tur'^omans. He was sent to 
exile, took refuge at Divar Bakr. at the f^ ourt of Uzun Hasan who was 
1 
the ruler of Ao-f^ovunlu, the white-sheep of the Turcomans. Fhawaia 
'All was the first ruler of the familv who gave a true evideni^e of being 
a Shia. However, his views and those of his followers remained tolerant 
and non-violent. Pwhawa.i'a 'Ali died in the year 3U?7. 
Khawa.js 'AlT's grandson, Juna'^d. was the centre of great 
attraction and a large number of people became his desciples. Because 
of this Jahan Shah, the Ooro Oovunlu T5rin^ 'e sent him to exile. There 
emerged a movement which became strong under the leadership of Junavd 
(85I-6U/14U7-6O), who unlike his predecessor, aspired for temporal as 
well as spiritual authority. 
The Safavid order became Shi'ite in the reign of Shavkh Ibrahim, 
Juna'/ii's father, with an extremism tendenr^y. Shi'ism became militant 
• 1 
because Shavkh Junavd instructed his followers to fight for power. 
To quote Savorv again; 
"Logically the_Shi'i Safavids should have had more in 
common with the Shi'i Kora-Ko^Aunlu than with the SunnI Ao 
Ko\ainlu, but at that time the dominant political Dower in 
3 i'he ruling ^lass in Persia were the Oaro Oo^nmlu - the 31a'"k 
sheep Turr'omans, Uzun Hasan, at Di-'rnr Rakr. was the ruler of An Oo'/unlu 
the white shee-p of Turcomans, 
o Fev-^^ Svkes. Op. rjt.. p.lsS 
3 Ann K.S. Lambton. State and Government in Medieval Islam 
(Oxford, 1981), p.Pfi"^ . 
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Persia and the eastern Fertile Crescent was the Kora-Koyunlu 
state, and the Safavids and the Ak-Koyunlu »ank their reli-
gious antipathy in a politi'-al alliance '^ emented by Junavd's 
marriage to Uzun Hassan's sister in 868/1U59. Junavd made 
an abortive attempt to recover Adabil. The following year. 
on his way to atta'^ k the Circassians, he was attack by the 
ruler of Shiravan, and killed." 
Junayd's son, Hvder had a war like spirit. His un^le Uzun 
Hasan gave him a daughter bv the Greek prinr^ ess whose name was Martha. 
She gave him three sons. Sultan 'Ali, IbrahTm Mirza and Shah Isma'Il. 
Shah Isma'il later became the founder of the Safavid dvnast^ '. Later on 
in l^ iBS H-^ der was also killed like his father Junavd, b^ ^ Hhlrvan Shah, 
In the reign of Hyder, the Sufi Khulafa 'came from everv 
direction and foolishly announced the glad tidings of his divinity 
2 
(uluhlvat)'. When Hyder died, within a short period man-r Safavid 
deciples got together at ArdabTl and made his son, 'AlT as the leader 
of the order. At the same time they supported him to avenge for his 
father and grandfather. Ya'qub, the Aq-Qoyunlu ruler was alerted by 
this plan, he then seized 'All, together with his two brothers. 
Ibrahim and Ismail and their mother, and put them in a prison in Pars 
for four and a half years (89U-8/lU8U-93)« Rustam, the Aq-Ooyunlu 
prince, released'AlT in the 898/lJ^ 93 on the basis that t.he Safavids 
force would helo him to fight again.5t his cousin and the enemies for 
3 R.M. Savorv, Op. -it., p.396 
? M. Mozzaoui. The Origins of the Safavids (Wiesbaden.,Iq72).t). 7^. 
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his throne. When Rustam '^ ame to power by defeating his "ousin, 'All 
returned to ArdabTl. 
Rustam re-arrested 'All because he realized that he had released 
the wrong person. He took 'All to Khoy but 'All managed to escape to 
Ardabll. 'All knew that his death would come soon, he then appointed 
his younger brother, Isma'll, to succeed him and told Isma'il, to es^-ape 
to ArdabTl. All was attacked by Aq-Oavtinlu forces and was killed. 
IsnmTil was followed by Aq-Qovunlu at ArdabTl so he went to CJIlan and 
took shelter at Lahljan. 
In Gllan, Isma'll together with his devout followers made a olan 
to attack Aq-Qoyunlu's empire. He has a '"lose contact with his discioles 
in ^ tearblv.lan, Svria and Anatolia. His for<"es attacked the ruler of 
Shrrvan who was the old enemy and went further to ^arbav.lan and atta^^ked 
Aq-Qoyunlu forces. In the year 906/l'iO] Isma'il reached TabrTz he then 
announced himself to be Shah Isma'Tl which was the first ruler of t'ae 
1 
empire which had an authoritv onlv in 7\2ab«v,-)ar. 
Shah Isma'il's first a^ -tion after his su'^ -^ession. wan 'ine first 
proclamation of the Shi'i form of Islati as the religion of the new state 
was unquestionablv the most sip;nifi-"ant a't of his whole revTn'. 
As Lockhart wrote, tsma'il. Iv.- means of his skilful pronaran''la 
1 R. Savorv, Op. fit., pp. 397-39R. 
2 Ibid.. p. 39S 
. ( u ^ ) . 
was able to attra-^t to his banner man^ r Shi'a Turcommans from Asia Minor. 
Ci(-ilia and S^ /ria, He owed and gained a large su-^ress with a rreat 
support from Turcoman militarv tribes of the Takkalu. Dhu'l Tadar Shamlu 
1 
Rumlu. Usta.llu. Afshar, Oajar and Varsaq 
Thus, when'Isma'il came to power he determined that the Ithna' 
Asharlya 3hi'ism should be the religion of the state. This poli"^ '^  created 
rivalrv among the Shi'ite divines who said that the Sunnis were more in 
number. But at last Shah Isma'il won in introducing Shi'ism as the 
religion of Persia. The majority of the Iranians might have been 
Sunnis at the time Shah Isma'il ascended the throne. Thoup;h the Shi'ites 
were strongest among the copulation who spoke Turkish at that time, two 
third of the population in the citv of Tabriz, the place of crowning, were 
Sunnis, The Safavids had a strong poli'^v to make Shi'i."5m as the state 
p 
religion, and this brought a quick change. 
In ISOl. Shah Isma'il proclaimed that the Ithna' Asharl, or the 
'twelver' form of Shi'ism was to be. not only the official religion of the 
Safavid state, but also a tolerant creed. 
E.G. Browne writes : 
"This decision caused anxiety even to some of the Shi'a 
divines of Tabriz, who on the night preceding Isma'il's 
1 Laurence Lpckhart, tl'.o t'-il 1 OL inf Hafavi Dynast" nnd Afg' an of 
Persia (Cambridge IV^) p.39^ ~ 
2 Hossein Nasr "Religion in Safavid Persia" Iranian Stud if- • '^ ol. ^ 11 
Winter-spring 197^ Number 1-?. pp. ?73-?7it. 
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coronation, represented to him that of the two or three hundred 
thousand inhabitants of that city at least two-thirds were Stmhls. 
that the Shi'a formula had not been p\ibli'^ lv uttered from the 
pulpit since the time of the Imims themselves^ and that if the 
ma.loritv of the people refused to a'^ f'ept a Shi'a ruler, it 
would be difficult to deal with the situation whif^ h would then 
arise. To this Shah Isma'il replied, "I am committed to this 
action; God and the Immaculate Imams are with me, and I'fear 
no one; by God's help, if the people utter one word of "protest 
I will draw the sword and leave not one of them alive. Nor did 
he content himself with glorifying 'All and his descendants, 
but ordained the public cursing of the first three Cali-nhs of 
the SunnTs, Abu'Bakr. 'Umar and 'Uthman, and that all who__heard 
the cursing should respond "Nfeiy it be more, or less ! "(Bjsh bl'd, 
Kam ma-bad ! ) or suffer death in case of refusal. 
Immediately after his coronation, according to the Al^ sanu't -
Tawarikh, he ordered all preachers (Khutabff) throughout his 
realms to introduce the distinctively Shi'a formulate "I bear 
witness t^ -at 'Ali is the Friend of God" and hasten to the best 
of deeds (ha\Ta ila Kha\Ti'I-'amal) into the profession of Faith 
and the call of Prayer respectively; which formulae had been in 
abeyance since Tughril Beg the Sal,1ug had put to flight and 
Slain al-Basasl'rl five hundred and twentv eight vears previousl--. 
He also instituted the public cursing of Abu'Bakr, 'Umar and 
'Uthman in the street and markets, as above mentioned, treatening 
recaleitrants with decapitation. Owing to the desirth of Shi'a 
theological works the religious instruction of the people 
necessitated by the change of doctrine presented great difficul-
ties, but finally the Oadi Nasrullah Zaytuni produced from his 
librarv the first volume of the Oawa' idu'l IslTinn ("Rules of 
Islam") of Shavkh Jamal'Tld-Din ibn Ali Ibnu'l Mutahhir al 
Hilli. which served as a basis of instruction "until dav bv dav 
the Sun of Truth of the Doctrine of the Twelve CImams]increased 
its al titude. and all parts and regions of the world became 
illuminated by the dawning effulgences of the Path of Verification, 
By imposing Ithna' Ashari Shi'ism as the Official religion of 
the state. Isn«'il created a stronger and more centralized government. 
1 E.d-. Browne. Op. r-jt.. pp. '^ S-'^ ^ 
•(50). 
This was followed,bv consistent propaganda of Shi'ism. As there was 
shortage of Shi'ites'ulama' in Iran, some Shi'ites theologians were 
imported from S^ r^ia. Ismail appointed an officer known as the gadr 
whose puroose was to supervise the propagation of Shi'ism. Although the 
offif^ e of ^adr existed in the Timurid and Turcoman states: but under the 
Safavids the sadr was a 'politif-al apTJointee' . and he was used for cont-
rolling the religious communities of Iran. The 'Safavids equated belief 
in the rif^ ht religion with lovalty to the state', and thus did not +^olerate 
1 
heresv, and it was task of the sadr to ^heck it. Thus Shi'ism ber>ane the 
? 
most dominant form of Islam in Iran. 
Within ten vears of his rule on Tabriz, Shah Isma'll ^onauered 
the whole of Persia including the Fertile Crescent. The for-^ es of 
Aa-Oovunlu whif^ h remained near Hamadan were defeated bv him. It paved the 
wav for Isna'll to reach central and southern Iran. He conouered the 
Caspian province, Mazandaran and Gurgan, Baghdad, south-west Persia 
(l4li+/lS08), and Shirvan (91'^/lWq-lo) and then Khurasan (9]6/T-3 0): 
During the sixteenth '^enturv the Safavids had to fight with the 
two powerful enemies : One was the Ozbegs in the east and the other was 
1 K. SovorA'-, Iran under the Safavids I Cambridge Univers it- Press,I9B0), 
T).?0. 
^ Hossen Nasr 1 Op, <"it., •",'^ 7'^  
3 R. Savorv " Safavid Persia", 'TI. --ii. . n, ^on 
•(51)-
the Ottomansin the west, and finally in 9^0/lSlU. the war between the 
Safavids and the Ottoman empire broke out. The Sultan of Turke-^ '' felt 
delighted bv the victory of Shah Isma'il. partirularlv the viotorv over. 
Shev Bani Khan. But the relations afterwards deteriorated when the Ottoman 
Sultan, Salim I "Yazuz" '^ ame to power in the vear Til2, Isma'll's 
challenge to the Ottoman power in Ql'^ /l^ l? led to the execution of a 
large number of the Shi'ites,in Anatolia. 
The last ten years of Isnia'Il's life passed without any battle. 
He lost his personal prestige, and succtimbed to the power of the chiefs 
of Turcoman tribes and high ranking Iranian officials. After Isma'il 
Tahmasp I succeeded him in 930/l5?U, Tahnaisp got no chance to do anv thing 
because the Qizibash authorities were controlling the state. Although 
Isma'il's crushing defeat at Chaldiran prevented him from realising his 
ambition of extending Shi'ism beyond the borders of his kingdom, however. 
Shah Isma'il and Shah Tabnfflsp I (]S?U-70) maintained its supremacy in 
Persia. 
Shah Isma'il had established a kind of feudal aristocracy by his 
grants of land to tribal chiefs. Thev did not owe fealty to him as their 
sovereign or overlord, but revered him as their spiritual head, while 
some of his followers even regarded him as a god. a belief whi-^ h he 
- Ibid.. rp. 399-^00. 
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himself shared, as is evident from some of his Turkish poems.'What 
therefore developed in Iran was an extension, on a nation-wide scale, of 
the small theoratic state over which his predecessors had ruled at Ardabil. 
When in times of "risis the Shah found himself in need of militarv aid. 
he would invoke the principle of ShahT-sevan'. 
In the words of R. Savory : 
"The Safavid state at its inception had a t^ e^orati^  form of 
government. There was no formal boundary between the religious 
and the political aspect of the state. Consequentlv the highest 
officer of state, termed Wakil-i-nafis-i-hum.jun, or vicegerent 
of the Shah, represented the ruler in both his religious anc' 
his political capacity. He was the Shah's alter ego, and was 
responsible for the orderly arrangement of the affairs of 
religion and the state. The first holder of this office was 
a high ranking Qizilbash officer of the Shamlu Tribe, one of 
the small group of trusted compa nions who had been with 
Isma'll in Gllan and had planned the final stages of the 
Safavids revolution. Since the Qizilbash c^onstituted the backbone 
of the Safavid fighting forces, thev considered it proper thp^ 
the wakll should be drawn from their rank^, Thev also ^ o^nsl-
dered as their prerogative the post of amir al-amara', or 
commander-in-chief of Qizilbash trilal forces. To begin with, 
the same man seems to have hold both these high offices. The 
ourchl bashl. a high ranking militarv officer whose function 
during the earlv Safavid -period is extremelv abs^ure. was also 
Qizilbash chief. 
The two remaining principal offices of state were filled bv 
iersians. One was the office of Warzlr. traditionallv in 
medieval Islamic states the first minister and head of the 
bureaucracy. In the earlv Safavid state the imnortan'-'e of 
the wazlr was greatlv redu'-ed bv the creation of the office of 
i-yakil. and bv the intervention of the amir al-umara in 
•Doliti'^ al affairs. The other was the office of sadr who '>'as 
3 Laurence LoH^narl Op. Cit., n.^O. 
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the head of the religioaf»institutio'". and whose prime tasi<- after 
the establishment of the Safavid state was to irrroose do<^trinal 
unitv on Persia bv the energenir -oropaRation of Twelver ''hi'ism -
,a task whi'-h was virtuallv r-ompleted bv the death of Isma'il I. 
Within a short time, frif^ -tion developed between the Tur-^oman 
and the Persian elements in the administration. The fri'-tion wa^ 
aggravated bv the laf'k of anv olear definition of the fun^-tion of 
the PTinrit)al offir-ers of state. This ^onfusioTi of fun^ -tiori anrt 
overlapping of authoritv derived in part from the r-ir-^ umstan'-es 
'•rhich attended the rise to power of the Safavids and in Ttart 
from the predominantlv military character of the earl^ Safavid 
state"l 
After the death of Isma'il in <;riO/3 S?U all th*? other t^ afavi'l rnlers til] 
the l?th/ l8th century accepted Shi'ism as the offi^^ial religion and made 
it strong in their land. When they were at the peak of their nower during 
the period of Shah Abbas, the Safavids extended-for bevond. Shah Abbas 
tried hard to follow the Safavid Sbaykh of Ardabil and to nav his respect 
to the imam. He always went to visit his ancestor's tombs at ArdabTl 
before taking up imDortant works. He freguented the shrine of imam RezS' 
at Marshad, and undertook a pilgrimage on foot within twent^ eight da^ s^ 
p 
starting from Isfahan to Marshad in the vear 3050/3'^O] . 
The Safavid rule proved to he a t'jrning point in the historv of 
Iran and also marked the beginning of a new rihase in the historv of Islam 
in that country. This period was nreceeded h^r a series of religious and 
1 R, Savorv, Op. Cit. . nT». l+Ol-UOP, 
2 Encyclopaedia of Iranlra. art. "Abbas". 
•i5k). 
and intellectual activities preparing the ground for establishing Shi'ite 
order in Persia and the transformation of the countrv into a predominant 
1 
Shi'ite area. Religion plaved an important role in the strurple 
between Persia and Turkey during the reign of Shah Abbas hut the role 
P 
of religion at that time was not so important, " In fai-t Persia under 
him, ceased to be a theoratic state, becoming instead an absolute 
monarch-"^  on normal oriental line." In the earlv fifteenth centurv. 
the Safavids were onlv the pirs and murshids, i.e. the spiritual leaders 
of the Sufi order who had their followers from Turke-"- and Iran. The^ ^ 
preached their doctrine ef±rtlessl^^ The deciples of this Sufi order 
spread to Anatolia, and manv tribes of Turcoman favoured this order. 
When these men created the political agitations and anarchy in the 
fifteenth century, the 'khanoah' of the descendents of Safi al-Din 
became the shelter for Several people. 
It seems to be around this time that the Safaviy^ z-a order accepted 
Shi'ism. Later, their leader had a role in politics (lUU7-59) for the 
1 Hossein Nasr. "Religion in Safavid Persia" Iranian Studies 
Vol. VII (l97f+), P.P7], ' • 
? Laurence loc khart Op.i-^ it, . p.?3. 
3 Ibid. . p,?.1. 
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purpose of protecting his followers from the hands of the Sunni leaders. 
To quote R. Savory again : 
"The imposition of Shi'ism on a country officiallv at least 
was still predominantly Sunril, obviously could not be achieved 
without incurring opposition; or without a measure of persecution 
of those who refused to conform. Disobedience was punishable bv 
death, and the threat of force was there from the beginning. As 
far as the ordinary people were concerned, the existence of 
this threat seems to have been sufficient. The 'ulama were 
more stubborn. Some were put to death; many more fled to areas 
where Sunnism still prevailed".-^  
Even in the earlv davs of the Safavids state, when revolutionarv 
fervour was still strong, great emphasis was placed on ritual cursing. 
Safavid supporters known as tabarra' iy^n, walked throtigh the streets and 
bazaars coursing not onlv the first three -^ alips but also all enemies of 
? 
'Ali and otner imams, and the Stmnls. Immediately after his coronation 
Isma'il ordered that all the preachers throughout his realms should 
introduce the distinctively Shi'a formulae : "I bear witness that 'Ali 
is the friend of God" and hasten to the best of deeds" (hay-a ila 
khayril-amal) into the profession of Faith and the call to praver 
3 
respectively. 
The theoeratic nature of the Safavids state made the Shah the apex 
of the whole administrative set up. His rule was in theorv absolute. He 
ILoc. Cit.. p. 398. 
9. R. Savory, Iran Under Safavids , Qp. cit., pp. ?7-?8. 
3 E.G. Browne, Op. Cit., p.5U. 
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was the living emanation of the godhead, the Shadow of God upon earth. 
Since the ruler was considered to be directly appointed bv c-od. his 
sub.-jects were required to obey his commands whether these be .justor unjust. 
As the representative of the INfeihdi, the Safavid Shah was closer to the 
source of absolute truth than were other men, and consequently the 
disobedience on the part of his subjects was considered sinful. The 
Sunni idea that the kings were the God's shadow on earth was agreed bv 
some of the Safavid 'ulam'. The obvious contradiction between this idea 
and the belief in the rayster'''' of the Imam did not do anv good to the 
prestige of the rulers. The need of the political and economic as well 
as the threat from the united strength of the Sunni threatening ar^ alist 
Shi'ism from Turkev and Transoxiania necessitated the obedience to the 
1 
rulers. 
It appears from Shah Ismail's poetry 'that he regarded his rank 
as even more exalted. Under the Safavids the ruler was assumed to be 
the representative of the Hidden ImSm, and even attributes of the Inams 
tended to be transferred to him'. 
Fadl Allah b, Ruzbihan considered Isma'Il a leader of the 
3 
heretics who called himself 'God' and called his son the Son of God. 
1 Sawid Athar Abbas Rizvi, Op, Cjt. . P. 3?3. 
^. Hamid Algar. On. Cit. . ^^.?2 
3 Ann K.S, Lambton, Op, Cjt.. p. P6^. 
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The Safavids followed the religious and political trends of the 
Sunnis, The" had the position of Sadr Sheikhvil-Islam, Imam-i- juma the 
Gazis and Ntohtasibs. Some members among the earlv period of the Safavid 
time came from outside and thev almost depended themselvnc en thf post 
given b}- the government. 
Bv political reasons, the Safavid rulers needed the Mu.jtahids and the 
'ulama! to maintain religious conformity. The officials of the religious 
institution encouraged Shi'ism of the imamirite which was not established 
by the ghulat of the Safavid order but by the great mu,itahids of the former 
davs. Thf; r>hi' i ti» 'ulama'became public officers and used the state machinarv 
for enforcement of their orders. Shi'ism, therefore, entered the state 
affairs and the religious institution came under the political institution 
though the rtiujtabids were still, in some degree, free. This freedom 
became greater in the late llth/l7th century to the extent that the most 
powerful rulers showed their respect to them. For instance Shah Tahmasp 
3 
was under the influence of Husavn al-Husavni al-Karaki al-Amili BF Shah 
P 
Sultan Husavn (]10'5-/3S/l^9U/]7?'?) was under the influence of Baqir Ma.llisi. 
^ 1 Husavn al-Husavni al-'.^ 'araki al-'Amili xvas the prandson of Hhavkh* 
All 1. 'Abd al-'Ali al-Karaki. 
'' Muhammad Bsqir Ma.ilisi held the grand office of Shaykh al-Islam under 
Shah Safi (Sula\Tnan) and Shah Sultan Husavn Ma,!!!*;! violentlv opposed to both 
the Sunnis and the S>ifis and condemned the •nhilosophers as followers of 
infidel Greeks, 
-(58). 
About the Shi'ism under Safavids Hamid Algar writes 
''The persecution of Sufism and Sunnism. dominated 
the last thirty vears of the Safavid rule and. ironi-
cally, contributed to the fall of the Shi'i-Iranian 
state 17??. The ascendency of the ulama over Shah 
Sultan Husayn (ll05/l69U-113'5/l7??), last of the 
ruling Safavid monarchs, represented a reversal of 
the usual roles of ulama and state. The post of 
mullabashi (chief mulla) created by Shah Sultan 
Husayn supereded in importance that of sadr; its occu-
pation by Muhammad Baqir I4a,11isl (d. 111/1700) and 
his grandson Mir Muheunmad Husayn Nfek.ilisi successively, 
marked a revival of the rallitancv 
of the earlier Safavid period. This revival followed 
rigid, formalistic lines, such as might be expected 
to characterize an assertion of scholastic orthdoxi^ . 
The convent of the Sufi Mulla Muhsin Fayd KgTshanl W»H 
destro^ '^ ed. and the dervishes has in habiting it were 
massacred. This act might almost be held to be a 
s'vTnbolic destruction of one of the foundations of the 
Safavid d\'nastv : the first elder of the order had 
been Shayk Safi (d, 735/133'+) and when later the Safavid 
prince Tahmasp Mirza was attempting to regain the 
throne, the Shahsavan tribes refused him their assis-
tan.r-e precisel^ ^ because of their continuing atta^ 'hment 
to Sufism". 
The end of the Safavid dynasty came at the hands of the Afghans 
who attacked Iran in 1722. Under the Afghans Shi'ism lost its pree-
minence. Its status was not more than one of the four Sunni schools. 
However. Shi'ism emerged 'from the interregnum between Safavid and Oajar 
rule with increased strength'. 
1 Hamid Algar, Op. Cit.. pp. ?9-30. 
CHAPTER - III 
THE RISE OF THE MUJTAHIDS 
The twelver Shi'ites expressed an idea about the iiod-rt)ler in 
Islam in the sense that it is God who rules the oommunitv and he had 
chosen Prophet Muhammad as his representative on the earth to perform 
His authority. The Prophet had two important attributes, he was 
designated bv God, and he was infallible. Thus it is necessar^' for the 
successors of the Prophet to have these two qualities. It means that 
God has to anpoint the infallible individuals as imams. 
'L'^ie aDPointment was first made bv the Prophet himsel"^ when he 
appointed 'Ali b. Abi Talib, who was considered to be infallible, as his 
successor. This tradition was followed hi'- the twelver Shi'ites. The 
Imams who were the descendants of 'All and Fatimah were the penuine 
representatives of God on earth. 
1 The liK^itimate and infallible j.mams opproved bv the twelver 
Shi'ites were ; 'All b. AbT Talib, al-Murtada. Hasan b., 'All al-Mu.itab'a. 
Husa-'/n b. 'Ali,_Sawid_al-Shuhada' 'All. Ibn al-Husavn, Zavn al-'AbidTn, 
Muhammad b. 'Ali, al-Baoir, Ja'far b. MTihammad al Sadin. Musa b. Ja'far. 
al-Kazim, 'All b^'14isa. al Rida. I-fuhammad b. 'All. al-Taoi, 'All b. 
Muhammad, al-Naqi, Hasan b.'All al-Askarl and Muhammad b, al-Hasan, 
al-Mehdi. 
.(60). 
After the death of Hasan al-'Askari, the eleventh imam, in ??7. 
the period of the infallible inams ended, Ar^-ording to the Shi'ite belief 
the twelth imam remained hidden as a living person, but the work of rulinp 
was rortinned by four specified persons who were appointed bv him, nameb'^. 
Abii 'Amr 'Uthman b. Said-al 'Amri. Abu Ja'far Muhammad b. Uthman b. Sa'id 
al-'Amri, Abu al-Qasim, al-Husa^m b. Ruth Nawbakhti, and Abu al-Hasan 
'All b. Muhammad al-Saraarl. After these specified agents, the ruling of 
temporal and religious matters were given to the qualified ' ulanat' and the 
_ 1 
leading among them were known as mar.ia' i taqlid ('The authorities chosen 
to be followed) or muqallads ('those who are followed'), and their 
adherents were known as muqallids ('followers'). 
The idea of rulerships was increasingly important in the Hhi'ite 
j'ioh. hadith, and kalam. for the idea of rulership became oredominnnt amonf^ 
the iMu.itabids. Their ^laim to the rulership was based on the hajith 
a'-oordinp: to whi^h the Prophet is reported to have said : 
"May God be compassionate to mv '•aliphs .... tbose who 
will '"ome after me and v/ill deal with mv hadlth and sunnah". 
As regards the matter of political author!t'"- Shavkh Murtaza 
Ansari writes : 
1 Mar,1a' i-taolTd : a mu.jtabid whose practi^-e and pronouncements 
furnish a binding example for those unable to exert independent .iudgement 
in matters relating the religious law. 
? Mu'ani, pp. 37^-7"^ cited by Abdul Hadi Hairi, Shi'ism and 
Constitutionalism in Iran (Leiden E.J. Brill. 3977), p. 59. 
-(61). 
'There are three offices : (l) the offi-^ e whi'^ h deals 
with religious matters; this office belongs to the faoih 
without anv question. (2) the administration of justice; 
this institution has been also unquestionably entrusted 
to the mu.jtabid; (3) the third office is that of politics, 
that is, rulership; the idea of its being under the 
authority of the ' ulama is not accetJ+ed bv all, and 
therefore it does require discussion,' 
Right from the sixteenth centurv there appeared a movement known 
as Ak bar 15 which questioned or refused the claims of the Mn.jtabids. 
The eighteenth centurv saw a new Shi'ites school of thought known as 
_ _3 
Usuli triumphed O'ver the Akbari movement. Thought both came from the 
same background, the Uigulsl or Muhtahids were those who claimed the main 
role of interpretating laws and doctrines of Mu,1tahids. Ever-"- believer 
has to choose one living mu.jtabid for himself whose guidance and .ludgement 
he has to follow. The doctrine gave the living Shi'ite mu.jtahids more power 
than the sunni ' ulana' and gave them rights beyond those whi'^ h were fixed 
by the state. The AkbarTs, who depended onlv on the Qur'a^ and Sunnah, 
k 
were generally defeated in the .l8th centurv. 
1 Shavkh Murta^a Ansari AI-Makasib, (Tabrjz, 1955). v.T''^. 
Cited by Abdul-Hadi Hairi, p.f>0. 
? AkbarTs : A s-hool established in l6?U A.D. that held the 
institution of mu.j tabid an invalid feature of shi'lsm and minimized 
the clergv's role. 
3 Vsljlis : A school established under the leadershiti of Agha 
Muhammad Baqir (Vahid) Bihbihani (l705-3803) that insisted on ^he doctrine 
of ijtihad. the necessary of the role of the mujtahid and a Vroader role 
for the Ulama in society. 
h Nikki R. Keddie (ed.), 'The Roots of Ulama's Power i^^ Nbdern 
Iran' in Scholar. Saints and Sufic (Universitv of California Press.197?},p,??U, 
-{(^P-)-
The Uguli greatly emphasised the role of the living mu.jtahids. For 
them the i.jtihad made by the mu.jtahids must be obeyed by their followers. 
The mu.jtahids had direct influence, personally and politically, over his 
1 
followers due to this doctrine. 
In the Qa,1ar period the 'ulama' were more active with the change. 
They were involved in the fighting with the government. This emphasized 
the activities of the mu.jtahids who guided and ruled the communitv. This 
action was not openly practiced bv the'ulamg' of the Safavid period. The 
* ulama' who already pro-^ laimed themselves as regents of the imams ^ould not 
recognize monarchy which was considered illegal. The conflict between the 
religious and secular powers continued for the whole nineteenth centurv. 
Nikki R. Keddie writes : 
'The high and assured income of the ulama seems to have had 
its roots both in doctrine that assured the ulama administration 
of the Islamic Khums tax, and Safavid practices. It establishing 
officially favoured ulama, whom they saw as key supporters and 
not as potential rivals, the Safavids stressed the obligatory 
nature of large alms to be administered by the ulama, whi^h the 
Qa,1ars had to follow in order to get any cooperation from them. ' 
The submission of state to religious authority as ha"Dpened in the 
time of Fath' All Shah was successful only for the short time. Generally 
llbid., 5„ 223 
P Hamid Algar. Op.Cit. p.?P 
3 LOG. Cit. . x).^?".. 
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the 'ulama' kept themselves away from the state. Sin^e the state was an 
agent of t.^ rranny, those 'ulama' who had a close contact with tne state were 
believed to be unfit for the post of mar.ja'i taqlTd. Anvhow. bv the end 
of the nineteenth centurv the cooperation between the 'ulama' and the state 
came into existence. But since the state was considered to be an agent 
of in.iustice, those who had cooperated with the state were considered to 
have rejected their faith. 
The mu.itahids' power became stronger with the ^oming into e^ risten'^ e 
of the Oaiar rule. A large number of mu.itahids who staved in Na.iaf and 
Karhala -^ ame back to Iran and displa^^ed their influence. 
During the period of Fath 'All Shah (l791 - T^3k) manv of the 
famous 'ulaira' were involved in t^ e^ tjolitical life of the -^ountr". The 
Shah suDTiorted the 'ulamB' to settle in different parts of the countrv and 
offered monev LO them inorder to gain their svuroathy. 
rJot onlv did Fath'All Shah show his dedication towards the 'ulama 
? 
he also established the post of shaykh al-Islam and imiam Juma', 
As one writer says : 
'The ma,ior ulama of this period were not onlv outside the 
state apparatus But also most of them resided in Iraq outside 
the state's .-jurisdiction.'^ 
1 James Alban BLll Politic- of Iran (Columbus. Ohio T-WP). v. ?3 
? ilamid Algar. Op. Cit. p. "^ O. 
3 I'bo.ian l*Somen. An Introduction to Shi'i Islam (Yale Unlversit""-
press.ig'^s). p. 137 
.{6k). 
The ' ulama* did not want to .loin the government and hesitated to 
act on behalf of the Sh«h. 
In the beginning the'ulama's influence was confined to the urban 
population, Marvin Zonis writes : 'In contrast to the non religious elite, 
the ma.iority of the population of Iran, or at least the urban, mobilized 
segment of the population, are allegedly committed Shi'ites. Certainlv 
there exists a highlv vocal (albeit privately highly vocal) cadre of 
religious leaders and activists who have immense influence with the urban 
population and who are unalterably hostile to the elite in this regime. 
Moreover there is a long and revered tradition of religious officials 
leading mass movement into the midst of ma.jor political controversy'. 
However, as regards the relation between the tribes in Khurasan and the 
' ulama' the tribal people paid great respect to the 'ulaira.' They authorised 
the 'ulama'to act on their behalf. 
The important centre of the mu.jtahids in Iran was Isfahan. In the 
early period this city was the capital of the Safavid d^mastv. It remained 
the religious capital of the country upto the period of Nasir al-Din Shah. 
The 'ulama' from various parts of the countrv were attracted to this place. 
The general atmosphere during the reign of 'Abbas Kirza. a 
successor of Fath' 'All Shah, also enhanced the influenr^ e of the 'ulania' 
over the government, 'Abbas Mirza gave special consideration to the 
1 Marvin Zonis, The political Elite of Iran (Princeton 
University,1971), pp.lsC-151 
2 Hamid Algar. Op. Cit.. p. 58. 
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religious minorities and asked for the cooperation of the 'ulama' to 
protect these people. He aimed at modernizing the oountrv whir^ h meant 
giving the state more privileges. This '•ms opposed by the 'ulamg*. In 
the end he realized that the policies which he had adopted to please the 
'ulamg' had failed because the 'ulama' were no more useful to him. 
THE ROLE OF 'UIAM'AT THE BEGINNING OF NASIR AL-DIN SHAH'S TIME : 
The choas spread all over the country after the death of 
Muhammad Shah till Nasir al-Din Shah r'ame to power. 
During the period of NSsir al-DTn Shah (_lPU8-]R96), the Dower 
remained with the 'ulairia'. The attempt to westernize became the main 
1 
oause of mistrust of the 'ulamS'. 
When the state failed to use force to the people, thev turned more 
attention to the foreign power for support. The 'ulamia' opposed the foreign 
powers as infidels. The-"- believed that it was their religious dut-^  to 
oppose them. The power of the 'ulam' as a political force continued to 
grow. 
BABISM AND BAHAI MOVEMENT : 
In the Oa.iar period. the people were interested in m'-^ sti^ lsm and 
1 Ilamid Algar. Op, c i t . . n. IP?. 
.{^6)-
magic. This situation emerges from the Sheikbi^rva movement. 
The Shi'ites held that the founder of the Babism ser>t Sa^ '^ nd 
'All Bab. based his doctrine on the tea'^hing of the later leader of the 
Sheikhiwa movement. Sa^ n^ id Kazim Reshti because he attended his lecture 
in Karbala. 
Sa^ 'vid 'All Muhammad was born in Shiraz in .1^ 39- In iBUU he called 
his disciples and declared himself as the Bab (The Gate to the unseen Mahdi), 
In 18U*^  (in the convention of Bad*sh~) the Bab is declared their retreat from 
Islam and Shari'a soon as a result of the presecution from the orthodox 
Shi'ites one of the leaders in this movement was a poetess named Zarrin 
Ta,1 or Qurratu.1 - 'Ayn or Janab-e Tahira (^ e^r Holiness the Pure). She 
unvdLled herself in front of her men followers against the traditional 
teaching of Islam, After the convention, in IBU9 one of the leaders of 
the Bsb movement took a small troOP of Babis into the sanctuar" of 
Shyikh Tabari to fight bravelv with the troop of Nasir-al-DIn Shah who 
^ame to sub.iuj^ ate them. Their leader. Mullff Husavn. was killed and the 
others surrendered to the Shah on the condition that their lives woulrl be 
spared. Instead thev were mer'-ilessr^ massacred. Soon after that, in 
Januarv IS50. another leader Sa^ '^ i^d Yah^ a^ Darlibi led the Rabis proup to 
fight bravelv with the Shah's troot> in the Kil'a-i- All Mardan Khan -itadel 
and all of them were massa'^red. ('Ali Muhammad was shot dead). On l^> August 
1 The founder of the SheiKhi-nra movement was Shaikh Ahmad Ahsai 
who believed onlv in spiritual resurrection. He gave m:^stical and spiritual 
meaning to the shari'ah in expounding his doctrine. He also believed that 
the twelfth imiam lived onl}'- spiritually and he might reappear near the Dav 
of Judgement. 
2 Sa^nrid Athar Abbas Rizvi, Op. C i t . , pp. nB-3 39. 
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1852 the two Babis attempted upon the life of Nasir al-DTn Shlih Oa.jar • 
but did not succeed. Qurratul-'Ayn was asserted an imprisoned and finally 
strangled to death. The Babi leaders were banished to Iraq, One among 
them was Baha 'Allah (Mirza Husa:<m 'All Nurl) and another was his half-
brother, Subh-e Azal (Mirza Yahva Nurl). Subh Azal claimed that the M h 
had appointed him as his successor. He together with his followers 
adhered to the tea'^hing stated in the Bavan. a part of work written bv 
the Bgb, so they were called Bayanis. Baftff^ 'Allah protested this ^Inim 
and in I863 he declared in a garden near Baghdad (the Garden of Ridwan) 
that the Bab had given him the honour of "He whom God shall Make Manifest", 
So other claims of succession to the Bab were false. So he was the founder 
of Bffhaism (which derived from the BabTsm). 
The Iranian Shi'ites consider the Bfih'aism as a political movement 
which came mainly because of the incompetent rule of the Oa.jar. The man 
who was responsible of making the new religion popular in the west countries 
was'Abb-as Effendi, the eldest son of Baha 'Allah, 
During the reign of Amir Kabir there appeared the danp;er of Babism, It 
was feared that Babism would attract both the 'ulang'and the state. For 
Amir Kabir, the execution of the Bab was essential due to the state reasons. 
The relationship between the state and the 'ulama' onened uv a new s^ene 
of Inimitv during the period of Muhammad Shah. Path 'All Rhah, even though 
not successful, had tried to reconcile the religion and the state duties, but 
Muhammad Shih largel^r ignored this. His belief did not allow even in theorv. 
.(68). 
the respect of the King to the mar.ja-'i-taolTd. This led to the 
hostility of the 'ulania' In the Oa.iar reign. In this period the monarch 
and his ministers did not follow the ways directed by the 'ulama' and 
the 'ulama's influence in intercession waned. 
Ann, K.S. Lambton writes : 
'In Pa.jar times as earlier, movement of social revolt tended 
to take on a religious coloring "because orthodoxy was asso^^iated 
with the ruling institutiion", and that because there was no 
separation between Church and State, unorthodoxv was almost auto-
maticallv regarded as a threat to the existing regime: and cited 
Babism as the chief example. We have alreadv noted, however, the 
alienation of the ulama from the state* and in the case of Bghism. 
the danger was initiallv onlv to orthodoxA'-. The state reacted 
seriously onlv when its own ser-uritv was affected. The most 
significant movements of social revolt in the Oa.iar neriod took 
place preciselv within an "orthodox' frame of exnression, 
drawing on a long tradition in so doing,' 
In the reign of Amir Kabir the coming into existence of Babism 
and its successor. BaheTism were followed bv bloodsheds and strong oppo-
sition by the 'ulana'. 
It was generally believed that the doctrine of BabTsm was entirely 
opposed to Islam, Their belief in 'the coming of a new revelation would 
have destroyed the worth of the existing one, which regarded itself as 
final. The ulama, on the other hand, were the institutional expression 
of the power of Islam, the expositors and quardians of its doctrine and 
1 'Persian Society under the Oa.lars. 'JRCAS. XIVIII [l9*^ l] 
136- Cited by Hamid Algar, Relipjion and State in Iran. r>, l^ tl. 
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the enforcers of its law, and among their function was the rebuttal of 
1 
heresy and innovation'. 
Therefore, the 'ulama' as the custodian of Islam immediatelv 
confronted the BabTs when Savi'-id 'AIT Muhammad claimed himself to be the 
Bab (gateway) of the Hidden fmam in ^PSU/T^R. 
THE OPPOSITION OF THE 'ULAMA' TO FOREIGN DOMINATION : 
The most significant political involvement of the 'ulama' of this 
period was in the case of the Russo-Iranian wars. During the initial 
neriod of the war. i.e. 3B0U-I3. Efforts were made to obtain fatwas 
declaring the war against Russia to be .jihad (Holv War). Manv of the 
prominent 'ulama', such as Shaykh Ja'far Kasif al-Ghlta and Mulla Ahmad 
Naraqi, issued fatwas. However this first Russo-Iranian war ended in 
defeat for Iran and the Treatv of Gulistan in li^'i'^ deprived her of all 
her Caucasian provinces. 
The 'ulama'continued to agitate for a Jihad. Path 'Ali Shah was 
reluctant to the herd of the 'ulania' s call. But the prominent 'ulama' 
Aqa Sayvid Muhammad Tabatabai of Karbala ( a son of Sayvid 'Ali Tabatabai; 
Mulls Ahmad Naraqi, Mulla Muhammad Taqi Baraghani of dazvin and a number 
of others who demanded that Path 'Ali Shah must declare war on Russia. 
1 Hamid Algar. Op. nit. . •OD. 3^7-nfi. 
P- Moojan Momin Op.cit. . p. 138. 
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The 'uUma'were inf*ct threatening to take control of theaffRirs of p;overninent 
and launch the .jihad themselves if Fath'All Shah, would not do this. Thev 
issued fatvas declaring the .-jihad to be obligatory and opposition to it a 
sign of unbeliever (kufr). 
The outcome of the second Russo-Iranian War turned to be diastrous 
for the Iranians. Although the 'ulamS' supported the troops in the battle 
initially. But after the first reverse they withdrew and one 'ulamCj Mir 
Fattah, 'betrayed Tabriz into the hand of the Kussians. As the result ot 
the treaty of Turkomanchay (1828) Iran was forced to part with further 
territory and pav a large indemnity to the Russians. 
However, to the Russians, the second Russo - Iranian resulted in 
the emergence of the 'ulanH' as a force capable of shaping national policy. 
This was indeed, the first of a chain of episodes where the 'ulatnji had marked 
influence on the course of Iranian historv. 'The subsequent links in this 
chain were to include agitation against Husavn Khan Sipahsalar in lB7?, the 
opposition to the Toba'-'co Regie in IB9I-? the involvement of the ulama in 
constitutional movement 190')-9. and culminating in the Iranian Revolution of 
1 
1979'. 
The proclamation of .jihad issued by the 'ulana' caused the Russian 
oppression to the people in Caucasus in the reign of'Abbas Mirza (!I739-1833). 
1 Ibid.. p. 138. 
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Immediatelv when the troops of 'Abbas Mirza was attaf'ked the people rose 
against the Russians. The uprising of the people and the atta'^ k made bv 
the Iranians was considered bv Yermelov the r^ommander-in-f^nief of the 
Russian forces as theproduct of "Religious fanatirism". 
The attack became more organised when the 'ulamS'Rot directly-
involved in it. In fact the ' ulama' were acting as de fa'"to chief of 
the nation. 
Algar writes: 
'Thus disastrously ended the Hecond Perso-Hussian war. The 
ulama had been used initially as instrun»nts for the arousing 
of religious emotions; but their success in arousing these 
emotions revealed their potential strength as leaders of the 
nation. The contradiction between the nation and the state 
rendered them powerless to affect the course of the war; the 
ever-increasing foreign influence that followed its unfavour-
able outcome gave a new dimentlon to their role of leading 
the nation against the state.'-^ 
Soon after the end of the second Irano-Russian war there was again 
a sign that Iran might be drowned in the war. The Russian envov, A.S. 
GribovedoY, who got his post as the se'^retarv to the Tuissian lep;at)on in 
1820, was killed. The cause of his death was --ompli'^ aiefi. He '-ai -^ ome 
to Iran, in connection with the treat'" of Turkoman^^hi" and t'e na'ment 
of war reparation for his f^overnment. 
1 ilamid Algar, Op. Cit, 0.93-
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An important "^onsequenoe of the protest against foreign influence was 
the fall of the Ga.iar Dvnasty as a result of the protest ap.ainst the 
Tobacno Concession, The monopolv of Toba^ i^^ o enterprise whirh tiad been 
given to a British r^ompanv, '^ rested the opposition of the people arainst 
Nasir al-Din Shiih, In this movement, one of the religious leaders who 
played an active role was Mirzii liasan Shirazl who linked this situation 
with Islam by proclaiming that the use of Tobacco which was made by the 
1 
British was a sin, Say^ad Jamal al-Din al-AfgHani, a pan-Islamir> leader 
wrote a letter to the head of the mu.jtahids at Samara. In response to 
this letter the chief mu.jtabid gave a fatwa to all believers against the use 
of Tobacco till the Shah abolished the concession. The resentment was so 
strong that mullas and mujtabids organised demonstratiorn in Isfahan and 
Tabriz against the concession. This was the first time when the public 
opinion was openly expressed against the Shah till the latter had to submit 
to the demands of the 'ulama'. The influence of the 'ulama' extended till 
1907 and bv using this power they could force Nasir al-Din Shah to stop 
Reuter Concession of I87P and also erpel the pro-west minister Mirzja 
Husayn Khan. 
1 Enc-"^clopaedia of Islam art "Iran". 
'2 Nasir al-Din Shah liberalised the economic polir^v b^ ^ giving the 
concession to European power whi'-h he thought would accelerate the i^ountrv's 
economi'' situation development, Julius de Reuter the British citizent was 
en.ioyed the right to establish factories and National Bank et^. 
•(73)-
Mc Danial Robert has given the following details : 
•By the 1890s Nasir al-Din Shah had been generally surressful 
in his policv of circumscribing the powers of anyone outside the 
central government. The activities of the clergy were among the 
elements so circumscribed, and as a result the traditional wedge 
between the government and clergy had widened. In its earl'' da-^ s 
the dynasty had been legitimized by its recognition of the role 
of the clergy. At mid-century holv men still played the ma.ior 
•'ole in the administration of justice, and the system still 
retained its informal character. In the years that followed the 
first tentative reforms of Amir Kabir. the system began to change. 
not only in tone but in size. By the l370s the old, informal 
Divan Khanah had become the military of Justice and employed 
nearly fifty people, although it was still part of the Ministr^ ^ 
of the Interior. Bv I889 it had become even more elaborate 
and erap''oyed in a half-dozen courts (ma.ilis) more than 170 people. 
Just as signifi'-ant as these changes was the faf^ t that the people 
who occupied the position of note wit in the s'"'stem were more 
apt to be Oajar princes than recognized hoi'' men. Thus, to the 
extent that Nasir al-Din Shah attempted to create a systematic' 
structured along lines borrowed from the west, did the latter's 
existence alter the relations of the government with the cierg". 
As noted above, however, members of the clerp;y were not removed 
from the positions of influence which thev had traditionally held 
in the social structure, and it was this verv in'-onsisteri'^ " whi'^ h 
brought the government trouble. By I89O , when economic Pressure other 
elements in Persian society culminated in open hostility to the 
government, the clergy was in excellent position to lead it. 
Persian society, particularly the \xrban and commercial segments, 
had traditionally been organized into a maze of guilds and 
fellowshit),-and most of these had a more or less religious 
character'. 
When in I896 Nasir al-Din Shah was killed bv the bullet fired bi' 
Mirza Rida KirmanI put an end to the reign of Nasir al-Dln Shah, Iren 
1 Robert A. Mc Daniel. The Shuster Mission and the Persian 
Constitutional Revolution. (Miraneapolis Blbliothii^ a Islami'^ a 197^) 
PD. ?7-?8. 
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was in a side of great rrisis. The repeal of the tobacco concession in 
IB90 was not fullv exploited by the *ulana'. It gave birth to their 
predominant role in the political life of Iran. As H. Alpar writes : 
'The ascendanr-v gained b^ ^ the ulama through the repeal 
of the tobacco •^ on^ e^ssion was not irnmediatelv exploited b" 
them for anv serious attempt at weakening the Oa.iar d--nast-
Indeed there appeared to be even r^ooperation between ulama 
anfl state. This cooperation had, however, no firm basis, 
and when Russians '^ -onomic influen'^e came to threate-^ t'-e 
independenr^e of Iran, the example of the agitation a"ai'ir:i 
the tobac'-o concession was not formotten. Appeals in 
relirious terms, expressed b"- religious leaders hroiipit 
about the movement against the Qa.lar monarchy known as t'.e 
Constitutional Revolution. The events of Jannarv, T'^QP, 
foreshadowed this mass agitation. On Dhu-1-Hi.i,ia ^ '-.i-IB'' 
June B,]B9^, Muzaffar ud-Din Sh'ah entered his capital, 
and soon after, with the expenses of his coronation 
defrayed bv a loan from the Imperial Bank, was able to 
mount the throne, ihis financial weakness, the result 
of the extravagance_of Nasir ud-Din Shah and the 
mismanagement of Amin us-Sultan was to prove the chief 
source of unrest in the reign of Muzaffar ud-Din Shah. 
For impecunitv. Together with continuing extravagance, 
led to the necessity- of foreign loans, and these in 
turn to the entrenchment of Russian economic influenf^e. 
Resentment felt at the growth of this influence brought 
toge'^her again the ulama and the merchants in opposition 
to the government. The movement that was to develop into 
the Constitutional Revolution had its origin in the 
traditional dual role of the ulauia-resistance to foreign 
encroachment and to the power of the state. Events, now 
to be discussed, caused this role to be fulfilled with 
a greater determinate'on and seriousness, ultimatel" 
leading to an unprecedented clash, between the power 
of the ulama and that of the state'. 
In T^ 7 7/]UOO Amin us-Sultan entered into an agreement wif-
Russia for a loan of ^2 millioti rubles with ^^c interest to be pnid ^R'-^k 
1 ilamid Algarh. Op. Cit. pp. ?P1-???. 
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within the period of seventy five years. In this agreement there was a 
condition that Iran should not take loan from other countries unless the 
amount was repaid. Now Iran was almost under the complete dominanf^ e of 
foreign financial influence. The 'ularrS' and traders became verv hostile 
when thcY knew the wasteful expenditure of the Shah in his trip to Europe. 
At the time of second ministry of AmTn us-Sultan. the Pan-Islami'^ opposi-
tion was greatly successful especially during 3900 to 1903• 
Having granted the loan to the regime, Russia received the right 
of monopoly of fisheries in Gilan, The leader of the Mu.itahid, Ha.ii 
M'jhammad Rafi f>hari in GTlan soon reacted. He came to Tehran to parti-
cipate in the opposition with the 'ulamia' of Tehran against it. At the 
same time the 'ulania' of Tabriz protested against the grant of ^nn-ession 
to a Russian '"orapanv for the construi^ tion of a road from the border of 
J'llfa to '"abriz. 
About the attitude of the 'ulama' against the loan Nikki Keddie 
writes 
'The unity of the higher Tehran ulama against the loa-^  
inspite of the money and presents offered them by the 
government was far greater than Hardinge had imagined. 
Every one of them except the Imam Jom'eh who was a ro-'^ al 
appointee and related to the Shah by marriage, bvcotted 
a farewell reception held especiallv for them by the 
Shah before his trip abroad. One member of the ulama 
in declaiming against the sale of the countrv to Russia 
declared that the Shah would not be -oermitted to reenter 
1 Hamid Algarh, Op. Cit. . v. ?Pf^. 
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the '"ountrv unless he signed a pledge to make no further 
Russian loans and grant no more concessions to that notion 
He added that the people had forced as strong a ruler as 
Nnser ed -Din to dismiss a r-hief minister under sii^ilar 
cirf^umstan-^es and that thev would be eouallv firm with his 
successor. When the Ain ed-Dauleh and Sipah Salar 
(Commander-in-Chief) sent a message to the leadin'^ ulama 
informing them that the^ were entrusted with the govern-
ment during the Shah's absence, and warning them to be 
careful, the ref^ipients sent a crornful replv. 'where camels are 
sold for a pennv, 'thev said there is no price at all 
for a donke^ ''' this was an intimation that the mullas 
thought little of the Shah and his Prime Minister and 
nothing whatever of the lower minister appointed to 
act on their behalf.^ 
The strong opposition of the 'ulama' against the I6an did not 
remain ^-onfine to Tehran, but it spread to raanv other citien in-^ lndi- : 
the sa'^ red cities of Iran. The 'ulama' of Na.laf and Karbala responded 
to the call of the 'ulaniS' of Tehran and sent a protest to the Shah 
before his departure against the conclusion of the Russian loan. 
Although the 'ulama' were not su^'^essful in stonning t'^ e Russian 
loan_, but their onnosition against AmTn us-Sultan and his policies during 
the Shlih's absen^^e was strong. Ln Tehran there were ^ qa oa-"-id 'AlT 
Akbar Tafrashi. Sa'-^ i^d Muhammad Tabatabai. Mirza Abu-1-Oasim Tabatab"ai 
who together tried to topple ATiln us-Sultan. The fi-^ st heav^ ^ attR'-<- did 
not appear in Tehran but it erupted in the provin^^es. 
In June. 190? the mujtahids of Na.laf demanded the ira'iian 
government to explain how the loan from Russia was spent. :-.e" also 
demanded that the sale of wine be banned and the prosecution of the 
BabTs be stopped. These incidents, to mention onl^- a few, showed the 
1 Nikki keddie 'Iranian Politii-s igOO-TqC" : Background to 
Revolution I, ME Studies V 5 (19(^ .9), n.?<'•<. 
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su'^ cess of the 'ulama' in mobilising oppositions against the government. 
A'-'-ording to Nikki R. Keddie the powers of the 'lila.")!' 
berame strong because of the following factors : (]) Twel"er 
Shi' i tfte^ v^ whini considered all temporal rulersilligiti-
mate and came in-^ reasingly to assert that legitimate 'Gui-
dance, pending the return of the 'hidden' twelfth' Imam 
is to be found in the j^ fai'i religious leaders the 
mo,1taheds : (?) The independent and untouchable position of 
the main Shi'i leadership at the shrine cities of Ottoman 
Iraq, be^ /ond the reach of the Iranian government: (3) the 
great veneration for the ulama leaders by most Iranians, 
alongwith verv close ties between the guilds and the 
ulama. (h) identification of the ulama with the popular 
anti-foreign cause ever since the first wars against Russia 
in the early mineteenth century and (5) the material 
wealth of the ulama (as directs reoivers of the kJiums tar 
the-^'- less independent on the government for wealth than 
in Sunni countries), and their control over the law courts 
and education, which remained less disputed in nineteenth 
centurv's Iran than in most other Muslim countries." 
1 Nikki Keddie 'The Iranian Structure and Sof^ ial Chanre 
1300-1969' : An overview. Int J : Middle East Stud P (3973). p.' 
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THE REVOLUxIOi; Or" ] QO^ ^ 
'IMe Constitutional Hevol'ition of TQ0^>-09 was the morA irp-nortant 
event in the histor^' of modern Iran. ..t Involved all the ne'-ments of 
Iranian so^iet^' the intellei^tuals enlif^htened members of hureaM'-ra'"'', 
religious leaders, merchants and the iirban population who eaoh to a 
f^ reater or lesser extent, participated in this reform movement. As one 
writer nolnts out the Revolution 'ended the traditional s^ 'stem of 
(government in which the Shah, as the shadow of God on Earth ruled 
his people v/lthout anv legal and institutional system of government in 
which "tne people" were sovereif^n, and their elected representative made 
and unmade ministers, laws budgets 'Concessions and forei<^n treaties 
Lr\ this revolution the ooliti -al f^ ro'-m plaved a Droninent role. An organized 
procession in April 100s raised the issue whef-'er tre S-^ ah "ould ^'reel" 
'"hoose -lis administrators. A lar^ e^r assemble--, nine months la'.pr. icitiated 
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the demand to limit the monarch's arbitrary powers bv -reat'ng a "House 
of Justice". Spontianeous r'ots 'n June igO'^ , and the k ll"nr o^ 
demonstratrators. poured a stream of blood into the w ie an 'elvers 
the government (dawlat) and the nafon (millat)'. 
Aft.er the assassination of Nasir al-D'^ n Sf.nh i ^"n ' •- M'^7a 
Muhammad R'Ta Kirmani a follower of Jarrial al-D'n Afp;han' '-'r. so^ 
Muzaffar al Dln-Shah who was un'-ealth" and aU.ing. as-ended ' e t'rone. 
Muza'ffar al DTn Sh'ah, 'Jho ruled for a short neriod was vcr-- "i"-' i'fferen' 
fj.^^ , ,-^  father and •oredcessors. It is said that w^-'p-i ''^aro'^r. r^ n^ -e 
still in ra'TTz, he was under thp influence of the Sha^'khis. '" ut la'.er 
on when he ascended the throne he had Riven up the heterodox '^ ha'^ khis 
beliefs. 'The orin'-'ipal event of 'lis reign was the build-up of increasing 
pressure for a constitutional government. The ulama '^ecame lead'ng 
3 
voices in this movement', 
Amln us-Sultar, the unpopular Prime Minister in the rei.^ n of 
i^ asir al i3Tn-^ h"ah, was dismissed bv Muzaffar al-Din Sha'^  a-^ d ATIIO al-^awla 
was appointed Prime Minister in "I"97. He served as Pr'^e t'.inister for 
Ik montiis. He obtained the Shah's approval for a -oun-il of 'nrh offi'-ials 
1 Abrahamain, Ervand. 'The Crowd in the Persian Kevol'ition', 
Iranian Studies. h.{l9<^9), p.l. 
2 E.G. Browne, Persian Revolution 1905-1Q09 (Camiirid'^ e TQC-^) , 
p.98. 
3 Ma^an Women. An Introdu'-tion to Shi'i Islam ('iale Universit" 
Press.1935), p.339. 
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(a'yan-i dawlati) to introduce reforms in the oountrv. He enga^ e^d Belgium 
experts to replace tax-formers in the custom administration and soufht 
1 
foreign loan. 
At the beginning of the twenteith century the Iranian government 
took a big loan from Russia. 
Muzaffar al-Dln Sh'ah's health was not good. Perhaps he was 
suffering from hvpochondriar^ . His Phvsician advised him to go to Europe 
to try the effects of mineral water. For the trip, mone-" was needed and 
efforts were made to get a loan of ll.OOO.OOO pound sterling in London. But 
since the plan could not be fulfilled, it resulted in the dismissal of 
Amin al-Dawla and Amin us-Snltan renla-^ ed of Amin al-Dawla. 
The agreement on loan from Russia had been completed on Januarv,T900. 
It is said that in order to avoid the British and Iranian opposition the 
Shah took the loan sei-retlv as he was afraid of both British and Iranian 
opposition. This made the government of Iran an instrument in the hands of 
Russia. The loan was used profuselv bv the Sh5h and his courtiers who were 
on the European trip. Before the proclamation of the loan, Nizam us-Sultltna, 
the governor of Tfearbav.lan in I899, offered that if the British could stop 
the loan from Russia for six months, then he himself would trv to evoke the 
people from north as well as from south through the religious means to 
stop the acceptanf'e of the loan from Russia. 
] F.R.C. Hagle^ '' in 'New Lin;ht on the Iranian Constitutional 
Movement' Oaiar Iran edited b^ ^ Edmund Bosworth and Corole Hillenbrand 
(Edinburgh University Press. :i9B3), P.U9. 
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The people of Iran felt that the Shah had sold their -^ountrv to the 
foreigners. This led the growth of anti government feelings which appeared 
in the form of secret societies. 
In the words of Nikki R. Keddie : 
'The latter both carried out educational and publi'-ist 
a'^tivitv and in some cases made specific political t)lans to 
change the organization or -oersonnel of the government. In 
addition to the sporadic rioting over immediate issues that 
had characterized the period since 189^, there now developed 
more nationallv r^o-ordinated and planned oppositional 
activities, which culminated in at least a limited success 
when the Amin os-SultSn was forced bv the ot>T»osition to 
resign as Prime Minister, in ]903, These first 'rears of 
the twentieth centurv also saw continual appeal.^ from all 
sections of the opposition to the British for help. 1,0 
whi^h the British responded for the first time, though 
in a limited manner, r^ on'^ entrating their aid on the mo?t 
•conservatives se^-tion of the oppositions, the leading 
ulama, and rebuffing anpeals from the more secular 
reformers and revolutionaries,' 
She further says, 'in this period, as at the time of the 
fall of the Amin od-Dauleh after his brief premiership of 
iRgy.gB, the British took a somewhat shortsighted and narrowlv 
commercial view of the loan issue. Although the foreign 
office finally agreed to drop a demand for BritisT customs 
controllers in the South, no care was taken to ersiire that 
the new British offer reached the ears of the Shah, and it 
appears that the Amin os-Sultan was able to delude the 
Shah into thinking that the British had made no su'^ 'h offer 
and that monev was obtainable only from Russia.' 
The announcement of the loan created dissatisfa^-tion among mullas. 
people and officials as well. Tne offi^^ials were not satis^Med with 
1 Nikki R, Keddie 'Iran''an Politir^s ]900-]9'^ '5 : i'a ^ krroun'i 
to Revolution I'. ^E Studies. ^ (10^9), p.i-t 
.(82). 
Amin us-Sultan as they, considered him to be the deceiver of the Shah 
for he did not inform the Shah about the offering of the loan from 
the British. 'From I89U to I9OO, British policy generally remained 
favourable to the Amin os-Sultan and always hostile towards the ulama -
led opposition, even though the former led Iran into increasing 
subservience to the Russians, while the latter were now inclined to 
1 
co-operate with the British'. At last in April the Shah and his 
retinue left for Europe. At Paris on 2nd August an anarchist attempted 
on the Shah's life but was not successful. At the time of the abortive 
attempt on Muzaffar al-Din's life in Paris, Amin-us Sultan, who 
accompanied the Shah, could tackle the situation with self-possession. 
He was thus favoured bv the Shah and received the title Ata'bak-i'Azam. 
The situation in Iran itself was not good, there were reports of 
serious struggle between the mullas and the Minister of Police, At the 
same time the price of bread raised up again. In Isfahan there started 
a new agitation against Christian missionaries while in Hamadan a clash 
between the mullas and BabTs took place. There was discontent in militarv 
because they received less monev, and most of the mone'^  was taken bv high 
officers and functioneries. Riots broke out mainly due to acute shortage 
of grain. Since Amin us-Sultan had not disclosed the offer of British to 
the Shah, his position with the Shah became doubtful. The negative 
1 Ibid. , p."^ . 
(83)-
feeling of the people against Amlnus Sultan was also growing. The mulla 
of Shiraz and Isfahan demanded the dismissal of Aminus Sultan. 
In the year 1902. the rumour of the second loan from Russia had 
been heard in London in March, The amount of the loan was 10.000 rouble 
with hlo interest. By giving this loan Russia had been granted to build a 
— — rn 
new road from Julfa to Tehran via Tabriz and Qazwin. -"-he loan was a'^ tuall;"-
1 
paid in April, 1902. After getting the money, Muzaffar al-Din again went 
to Europe and reached England on August 17,1902. On December 30,1902 a 
telegram from Petersberg was published in the Times showing that the Persian 
government agreed to introduce financial reforms under the advise of Belgian 
2 
officials and thirty of them had already been in Persia. 
1 E.G. Browne. Op.cit., p. lOU, 
2 Before he was dismissed Amin al-Dawla took some of the 
Belgians to Iran Naus was among them. Naus assumed the post of 
Director-General of Custom and looked after the sadr-i a'zam. Later en 
he was designated Minister of Customs and he fully erer'^ ised hiw power. 
When Muzaffar al-Din Shah left Europe for the first time there appeared 
protest against Naus and AmIn us-Sultan and in these protests the 'ulama' 
and the merchants were in close co-operation. The new Custom Tarrifs 
were considered to be dangerous to the interests of the mer-^ hants and 
there was the criticism that the Belgian favoured the Armanian and non-
Muslim merchants. It was natural for the 'ulaira' to oppose the non-
Muslim Ministry. Both the 'ulama' and themerchants were afraid of the 
foreign domination, therefore thev foght together. (See Ann K.S. 
Lambton; Persia the Breakdown of Society in The Cambride Histor^ ^ of 
Islam, vol. I (Cambridge, 1970), p. Uf^ 6, 
-(8U)-
In the summer of I9OI there was a combined effort to overthrow 
Amin US-Sultan and to reverse his pro-Russian policv. In Januarv 3903 
the Shah, who was afraid of revolution under A^mud-Dawla who was regarded 
to be under British influence, removed him from the post of governor of 
1 
Tehran and appointed him as the governor of Arabistan, Right from the 
time of the first Russian loan, there appeared in Persian newspapers pub-
lished outside Iran such as Hablu'l Matin of Cal^ u^tta and Thuray^ a^ of 
Cairo, the articles whioh attai^ ked the Atabak. Meanwhile, the secret 
societies started anti-Atabak movement. Among these soi^ ieties there 
appeared at least one of them which included Azali Babi members who 
publicised the bad consequence of Russian loan by sending the article 
outside the country and to Fore'gn Ministers of European "ountries. Two 
of the leading men of these societies were a liberal preacher Malik al-
Mutakallimin and Mirza Yabya Dawlatabadi, a leader of Westernised school. 
These societies worked with other opposition groups and the ^ourt to bring 
about the downfall of the Atabak. 
The so-called Shabnamehs (The Night Papers) whirh had a wide '"ircu-
lation seriousl"' atta'^ ked AtBI'ak and his policy. It was distri'^ ited throuf 
the post offices and foreign legations. One of the dlslrlt itors at ^ourt 
1 E.G. Browne, Op.cit.. o, IO5. 
-(B^O-
while puttinf; a 3ha'"-iameh on the Shah's desk^ was seen ' • t>e Ch&h. He 
was '^ aur^ ht and tortured and at last he had to d-'s-^ lose t'^ e ola'^ e were 
the sheets were printed and the name of the peonle ' nvolved A n'imber 
of people were arrested. Upto earlv Sentember 1901 foiirt- were arrested 
The op-Dosition from the side of the 'ulama' was not '-onfined to Tehran but 
it appeared also in the holv shrines of Iraq where the ' ulairia' of Na.jaf and 
Karbala responded to the <"all of the Tehran 'ulamS'. It apoeared that the 
'ulama' of Iraq protested against the Russian loan by sending a protest letter 
to the Shah before the Shah left the country. The aim of the Iraai ' ulairia' 
was the same as that of the Iranian 'ulam&! 
Hardinge, the British Minister in Persia, travelled to Isfahan in 
April and liad a talk with a wealthy mulla Shah al-Aragian who pointed out 
that almost all the 'ulama' had the same idea that nothing ^ould '>e done 
in the absenc'e of the Shah in opposing the Russian influen'^e but f^ere was a 
proposal that all leading 'ulama' of Iran should request the Ottaimn Sultan 
to ask the Shah of Iran not to give further '^on^ession to Russia, and if the 
Sh"ah ignored this demand the 'ulama would not be responsible for the outcome. 
During the ^^ ear 1900-0? the opposition <-ould not stop the Shah from 
travelling to Europe or stop the Russian loan and the giving of concession to 
the Russians. At the same time there was a contar-t between the modernist and 
even the revolutionary secret societies and the high ranking 'ulanai'with a 
particular aim to weaken the Russian influeni^e and to ("hange the Prime 
.(86). 
Minister. The opposition to the new custom regulations and the Belgian 
control being a part of general discontent about the increasing foreign 
intervention started in various Iranian f^ ities. Though many were 
arrested and exiled in the Summer of I9OI. the governmeat "ould not stop 
the oppositional activities which later on led to the down fall of Atabak 
in the autumn of I903. 
The period of 1900-02 saw a change in British poli^ v^ whi^ -h for the 
first time brought the British in contact with the leading 'ulana' who 
formed a section of the opposition group. The same period saw Iran facing 
the economic crisis. The national debt increased imanenselv without in-
adequate financial reform to increase the income of the government in order 
to pay off the debt. M. Naus, the Belgian chief of custom administration 
and his assistants were considered as the instruments of Russian influenr^ e. 
There were many who protested against the new customs as a form of foreign 
domination. The Iranians felt that the strict and frequently raised up 
taxes were useless since they were to be paid off for the debt created bv 
1 
the extravagant Shah. 
In Tehran and Yazd. the opposition to the new Tariff grew and led 
to serious riots. In Yazd it led to the terrible massa^ 're of the Blibis. 
The 'ulama' were among those who were against the new Tariff. The Chief 
Mu.jtahid of Tabriz who incited the people to oppose the new Tariff was 
2 
arrested and punished. 
1 Nikki R. Keddie, Op.cit. . p.23. 
2 E.G. Browne.,Op.nit.. p.l06. 
.(37). 
The opposition to various acts, suf^ h as to foreign loans to the 
custom reforms to the excessiveneas of the pourt to the un-Islaraic act 
like the drinking of wine grew stronger in Iran. Man" times it led to 
violent a'^ tion su'^ h as atta'^king the non-Muslim ministers and the Babls. 
The formidable massage of the Babls in the year 1903 took plane 
in Isfahan when a Babl money nhanger was ordered to he beaten b" Aoa 
Na.lafi on the charge of infidilit^'. Six hundred Babls took refuge at 
the British consulate. Then the consulate was en'^ ir'-led h- man^ - thousand 
Muslims who wanted the Babis to surrender. Aqa Na.iafi, who was Dursuaded 
by the Zillus-Sultan, later on agreed to dispurse the crowd. The Babis 
at last left the consulate with the promise that no. harm v/ould be done to 
them but on the following day two Babi merchants were beaten b^ - the crowd 
led by a mulla and their bodies were burned in a public square. Man-
protest came from outside the country. The government of Iran had to 
assure them that Aqa Na,1afi would not be allowed to harm them again. But 
in the meantime the agitation extended widely, resulting in the death of 
a large number of victims. 
1 ME. Yapp,'The Last Year of the Qa.lar Dvnast^- Twenteith Centurv 
Iran, edited bv Hossein Amirsadighi (London 1977)- p.'^ . 
-(88). 
In a talk with Hardinge, British Minister in Iran, in June 9. 
Atabak stressed that the anti-BabI action and the riots which took pla^ e^ 
in Tabriz including the custom riots were part of the same movement whi-^ h 
came from the 'ulana' of the shrine cities. Na.jaf and Karbala, who opposed 
1 
the Shah on the reason of sailing Iran to the infidel Russia. 
The presecution of the Babis at Yazd and Isfahan and the dis-
playing of dissatisfaction could be again seen in August and September 
of 19:'3. According to the report of the Times (August 8) it appeared 
that there were certain influential mullas who had raised the question 
of the lawful position of Turkey as the caliph. It was said that this 
idea of the mullah might have been inspired by the Pan-Islamic doctrines 
of Afghani in order to unite the Sunnis and Shiites, 
The growing discontent extended to terriblv on September T^^ 190^ 
that Amin us-Sultan resigned from the post of Prime Minij^ ter and Avnud-
Dawla was made Prime Minister, He was appointed be^ -aune he was thought 
to be a strong man capable of facing acceptance of Nau's proposals. In 
the Persian New Year (Mar^h ?l/l905). the Shah announced his intention to 
1 Nikki Keddie, 'Iranian Politics: Background to Revolution II' 
ME Studies. V5 (1969) p.157. 
2 F.R.C. Baglev, Op.f-lt. p. kg. 
•(B9)-
perform the pilgrimage to Mashad. In the absence of the Shah, the 
Crown prince. Muhammad 'All, was on the throne. The Russian ^commissioner 
for frontier relation with Persia, M. Ko^hanovski. met him at Astara and 
the Sh"ah travelled to Russia along with him. The Tehranians got angrv 
with the Shah. M. He.\Tiseen, the new Belgian Director reached Dushlre in 
earlv spring, I9OS and started to charge the high tarrlf. The Persian 
merchants reacted against this order by refusing to clear their goods and 
asked the Shah to take action in the direction to stop the clearance of 
custom duty till the new rules were removed. 
The cause of discontent against the Shah was partlv due to the 
huge monev he spent on travelling in Europe and to the new rules of 
'"ustoms. Other reasons of dissatisfaction with the Shah were his allow-
ance of the foreigners to exploit Iran bv various concession due to his 
carelessness and the oppressive rule of Avnu'd-Dawla. The dis<"ontent was 
enhan'^ed b • the misbehaviour of the oppressing Belgian Minister. M. Naus 
and Asafu'd-Dawla who treated the people '^ruellv. At Ma."?hhad Asafu'd-
Dawla ordered the soldiers to fire on a mob who came to protest At Klrnan 
a principal mu.jtabid was exiled from that cltv by Zafaru's-Sultana and a 
mullH" at QavTn was treated in the same way by Wazlr-i Akram In Tehran 
seven or eight merchants were bastinadoed b^ ^ the governor '^ a1-^ fid of 
raising the pri^e of sugar. 
(90). 
1 
Ther merchants took bast in t h e Tiias,jid-i-Shah and soon a f t e r the 
ch ie f mullas and the prominent l e a d e r , Sa^^vid Tabatahlii in-ludin,^ the 
chief nromoters of Revolution, Aga Sa^^'id Jamal a l -Dln Al-Afr,hnii and 
2 
Shavkh Fazlullah- one of the three founders of the '^ onst, ititi or.al Tiovemeit 
also .joined them. Besides the desire for .iustir^ e and the demand to get rid 
of A-imu'd-Dawla. the agitation also ^entered at the dismissal of f-ertain 
3 
ministers and the removal of the Custom Minister, Joseph Naus a""d the Tehran 
governor who ordered the punishment to the merchants. 
The talk of the Constitution and the National Assemblv had vet not 
appeared at this time. What the people wanted at that time was the dis-
missal of Avnu'd-Dawla. It was interesting to note that a large number of 
prominent persons who were not interested in reform and the anti constitu-
tional government also wanted to dismiss Avnu'd-Dawla. The" gave full support 
to the refugees in bast. 'All Mirza, the then Crown Prin^-e. was one among 
others. He and Amin us-Sultan alongwith one of his friends gave 30.000 tuman 
supporting the maintenance of bastis. 
1 The sanctuary from secular authority provided bv mosques, 
residence of 'ulama!, and other places. 
2 The other two were Sayyid Muhammad Tabatabai and Sa\-^ /id Abdu'llah 
Bibihani. 
3 t>loreover, the 'ulama',merchants. and modernists '^ ame together in 
opposition to Naus when he dressed himself as a mulla in the custom t»all and 
his photograph was taken by Sa.yyid Abdu'llah Bibihani. A large number of 
'ulama' planned together to remove Naus. Small cards attached with Naus's 
photograph were distributed with the sentence "Muslim Islam is dead and 
infidility is up. The sovereign is Naus, the Vizier is Levers (another Belgian 
and the Stateman Christian) it is end." 
-(91)-
'A^ n^ ud-Dawla sent his soldiers to stop the agitation. T'^ e road lead'nf: 
to the bastis vrere blo^^ed b^'- his troops. At that time not onl" the 
mullas and theological students but also the mer'^hants participated. 
The S'riah unsu^'^essfull-' threatened and indu'^ ed the refuf^ees to 
go haf]< to the ^it". Amir Bahadur Jang who "ame with 30*^  ^ousenei also 
failed to '^ ring those oeople ba-^ k to the cit'\ When the situation 
became worse 'the Shah sent them a dast-khatt. or autograph letter, 
promising to dismiss 'A'mu ud-Dawla; to convene the 'Adalat-Khan>, or 
or "Ho'ir.e of Jistii^e" whii^ h the-' now demanded, and whif^ h was ^o "onsist 
of renresentative elected b^ ^ the '^le^ g^ ^ mer'^hants, landed nro^nr^'etors, 
and p>'es"'ded over b^ - the S'^ ah himself; to abolish favouritism: and to 
make all Persian sub.ie^ts equal in the e^ -es of the law. This dast-khatt 
was photographed, and copies of it were cir'^ulated throughout the 
f'ountr^ '. and the refugees then ret'orned to the f^ it- vrith rreat •pomt) 
and '^ ir'-umstan -e and were re'^eived by the Shah, who verball^- renewed 
the promises whi^h he had alread" made in writing.' 
Tn April, 190''^  the mullSs of Tehran submitted a petition to the 
Shah referring to the turmoil of December 390'^  and ask the 3h?rh to put his 
promise of reform into oractice. This petition was of no avail at all 
when the situation became terrible. The streets were full of the 
1 E.G. Browne. Op. i^ t. , p. 1]1+, 
-(92)-
Cossar^ks and soldiers. The spies were at work in all the pla'-es. People 
could '"ome to the streets onlv three hours after sun-set, 'A--n nd-Dawl« 
continued to te opposed bv Sa'T'i-d Muhammad and Sa^ '^^ id Abdu'lla. From 
the pulpit, particularly in the month of Muharram (Feb 2^ -f'1arnh P^JQ'^''). 
Aga Sa'"'id Janal and Sha"kh Muhammad the preai^hers started to condemn the 
tyrannif^al rule. 
E,G. Browne writes : 
'Other influen'^e were also at work, notablv a se'^ ret so Met" 
known as the Anjuman-i-Makhfi, and a National Librar'''. or 
K-'ta'^-Khana-i-Mllli. The latter was essentially a free lib-
rary designed to educate the people in patriotic ideas, and 
was founded amongst other b^ ^ Ha.i.ii Sa^ '^ '^ id Nasru'llah A-khawi . 
an upright man and true patriot, who is now Vir^e-President 
of the J-la.-ilis, '^ 
Severe conflicts between the soldiers and the people took pla'^e. 
The dead bodv of Sayvid was taken b^'- the people to the markc^.s and streets 
whir-h roused s"mpath'^ among the people when the^ saw this procession. 
The soldierc wanted to halt this procession b" firing into thR nobs w'n" ch 
whi^h resulted in the death of 1"" nersons. In the end, the situation was 
in the hands of the soldiers when they quelled the opposition and 'controlled 
the towns. Man" mull5s, ra^ yy-a-khwans (Professional re^^iters o'^  narrative 
verses and prose about the suffering and mart^Tdom of the imam) and 
people of various o^i^upations took Tefu<^,e in Mas1id-i-Jami, The bod^ ^ 
1 E,G. Browne, Op. r^ it, . P.11^-
•(93). 
of the slain Sa^ -'id was hurried in the same pla^e. After beinp BP^ -ured 
b^ - the soldiers for few da^ '-s, the raptive asked permission fro-n tie 
Shah to leave for Cum. This event whi^h took vla^e in ?1 Jul'- was 
knoT>m as Hj.ira-i-Kubra (The Great Exodus). Various groups of people. 
'^ omprisin': of 'ulema', merchants, artisans, together took to san^tur-
p 
at Cum. 
Tn this period the market was for-ed to be onened '^ 'A'-n 'H-Da^la 
on Jul" 10. A "ertain agent of merchants and Bankers asked ""rr^int ^ uff 
the Br-'t^ s'-' Charge d' affairs at Oulhak that whether the-- "O'lli '-e allowed 
or will be disnersed if the''" took Nis_t at the Br'tis'^ le^nt-^on 
'"iT 'Irani Duff emressed the "^ ope that the" "ould not have re-^ o irsp M 
su-'h an cnedient. but he said it Mas not his povrer. in v^ 'eM of *'•^p 
ai^ knovledr-pd "ugton in Persia) and the immorial right of b«_sj_ ^o 'J^P fo^^e 
to expel then if the^' came'. The bast is used to come to foreign 
legation because it was the plane whi^h v;as exempted TTOTI nunishment o^ 
the government. In the words of Kohert A.M--. Daneal •  
"The arrests whi^h had followed the renewal of agitation 
in earl'" Jul". 190'^ ', had led the -^lerg" to seek so-^ .e means 
of defense against the use of for^e bv the government. The 
onl'"' force which was available to them was one whi ^h 
convenientlv combined the appearance of Persian custom with 
] Ibid., p. U ^ 
'^ Ann. K. S, Lamton, 'Persia : Breakdown of thp- Ho^iet"' 
Cambridge History of Islam vol, 1 (Cambridge, 1970), n.J»r/. 
3 Abrahamain. Ervand Op.Cit.. p,1^3 
•(9U). 
the more substantial force of milltar^^ might. As 
the strength of Persian customs gradually disintegraocri, 
the right of bast.or sanctuary had -^ ome to mean less and 
less and the traditional pla^^es of bast had become less 
sacrosanct. If the cause were sufficientlv imT>ortant, 
the bas^ t ^ould be violated and the basti dragged, kir-hinF-, 
and souirming, from his refuge, as Sa^^id Jamal al-Din 
al-Afghani had been dragged from the Shrine of Shah 'Abd 
al-'Azim fifteen years before. T'he onlv place in Iran 
which the government could not violate with impunit^^ were 
the foreign legations. These had been used as earlv as 
TRI+3 when a number of people took refuge in the Russian 
and British legations to escape the vengeance of Ha.i.-ii -Mirza 
%asi, while bnlv a short time before the crisis of the 
Tummer of 1906,^ the Shaikh al-Ra'is, a pan Islamist and 
follower of Jamal al-Din al Afghani, had sought bast in the 
Turkish embassv,-'- The number of refugees rose to '^'"••°< on 
Jul^^ 23 190<^ ^ and increased to "^ .000 on the next three davs.^ 
The TDarticipant was comprise of merchants and '-raft guilds. 
The demonstrators demanded the declaration of a code of law. 
Ouite irrigated and puz/led, at last the Shah agreed to the demands 
of the people and on Julv 30. the liberal Mirza Nasrullah Khan took the 
place of 'A-^ 'n' ud-Dawla and welcomed 'ulama' from Oiim to Tehran. The 
agreement of the Shah had no effect as the peoole did not believe in him any-
more and thev demanded for the grant of constitution and formation of a 
representative assemblv. 
Although the Prime Minister had resigned on 29 Jul'' it was too 
late to prevent the agitation upto August ], the number of the People 
taking shelter to the sanctur" exceeded 13 000 and two or three da-s 
1 Robert A, Mc Daniel. The Shuster Mission and the Persian 
6onstitutional Revolution (Menneapolis, Bibliotheca IsiamicaJO'^UTTpp.'^9-''i0. 
? Ann K.S. Lambton, Op. Cjt. , p.Hr-.f^  
-{9^)-
later the number reaohed ]6.000. At last all the demands were Inlfilled 
bv the Shah. The constitution was granted on August '}, 190^ -, I'he 
people now left for their homes. The old regime of Iran whi-h 
was ruled hv absolutism for a long period was now modified bv 
1 
constitutional forms. 
] Ibid. p.hf,f>. 
CHAPTER - V 
ATTITUDE OF THE "ULAMA' TOWARDS THE MASHRUTA 
In 1906 the meaning of the constitution and legislative bod" was 
still not clear to the '_ularaa.' They aimed at the ending of the mis-
government and a return to the Shari'a. As K.S. Lambton writes,their 
'general aim was simply the establishment of rule of .iustice Cadalat), 
1 
in the tradition of medieval Islam'. However, they had not realised 
fully that bv the establishment of the constitution their traditional 
role in society would decline. But their role had for a long time been 
2 
eroded due to various measures taken by the central government. 
As a matter of fact only few important supporters of the constitu-
-tional government knew what constitutional government was, but all of 
them thought that constitutional government was the solution of the crisis 
1 Encyclopaedia of Islam, art. "Dustur" 
2 Robert A Mr^  Daniel, Op.rit., p. "^ Y. 
•(97). 
through which Iran was passing. As one author has pointed out : 
A prominent religious leader issued a public statement statinn 
that the constitutional government conformed with the teachings of Islam. 
This statement was overwhelmingly supported by the people who know 
little about the constitutional system of government. After the serious 
clash between the governor of Tehran and the people led bv reli'^ 'ious 
leaders, Muzaffar al-DTn Shah was ultimately forced to accept the demand 
of the constitutionalists in August I906. 
1 
I^lkam Khan. (d. 193^) a liberal reformer, agreed that it was onlv 
the 'ulama' who could arouse the Iranian masses and bring about the change. 
It was still a question that in this movement, the 'ulatna' served cons-
ciously or unconsciously as the instrument of the liberal reformers who 
held ideas quite different from the 'ulana'. 
writes 
Regarding the term mashruta (constitutional government) Hamid Algar 
"Precise ideas concerning the meaning of the word mashruta 
(constitutional government) seem to have been held by very few. 
and this confusion was in large measure common to the ulama and 
secret societies. Indeed, it was precisely this confusion that 
1 MIRZA MALKAM KHAN was born in Julfa. Isfahan, in l?'4'^ /lB??,-U. He 
was converted to Islam and became a translator to •••'^e Russian legation. He 
first studied at Armenian school and then at the lolytechnique, where he 
became acquainted with the writings of the ifith century French Political 
theorist and also the work of Auguste Comte. 
.(QB). 
made their cooperation poasible. In another sense, too. it mav 
have been deliberate. We have seen that first the demand was 
for a "house of Justice", later defined as a place "where the 
complaints of the people should receive attention," and the 
word "majlis" did not occur until later in the speeches of the 
ulama. Possibly there was then a deliberate progression toward 
the demand for constitutional government. If for some the 
apparent confusion was the result of a stratagem, it appears 
in general to have been real enough". Question were often asked 
about the relation between the reforms demanded and Islamic 
law. Often the answer was provided by an identlfi'^ atlon of the 
two : "Mashri^yat and Mashrutiyat are the same : government 
according to the law of Islam: justice and equality,or according 
to science and civilization this equation hai already been 
suggested by Malkum Khan, and it was possibly intended as a 
means of enlisting the support of those of orthodox religious 
outlook for the constitutional movement. Similar idea was 
put forward by Zayn ul-'Abidin Maraghai_in his Siv"ahatnama--^ i 
IbTJhim Big and Ha.lji Abul-I Hasan MFrza Shaykh ur Ta'Ts in 
his Ittihad-i-Islam. Whether or not such an equation appears 
accurate to latter-day observers is a question of little 
importance; it might be remarked in passing that raanv in Iran, 
as elsewhere in the Islamic world, noted the vigor of Western 
life and, comparing it with the unfolding of human energy 
brought about by Islam, tended to assume an identical source 
for the two phenomena. It is enough to note the currenc'^  of 
such ideas as a probable factor determining the support given 
to the constitutional movement by the ulama. Furthermore H 
appeared initlallv that the purpose of the 'adalatkhana was 
to secure, the application of Islamic law. The duality of 
shar' and 'urf had left much of that law in abeyance, and it 
is possible the ulauia saw in the situation a means of applA^ ing 
the shari'at in its entirely."^ 
We cannot estimate the real beliefs of the 'ulania' who participated 
in the secret societies but anyhow we can suggest that thev were different 
from the religious class on the questions of reform and modernisation. Bv 
1 Hamid Algar, Op. cit. . pp. 2S2 - 2'ik. 
-(99). 
using traditional form of expression in which the^^ were expert, the^^ ronld 
sucoessfull:' f^ reate the unity of purpose. 
The conflict between the Shari'a and the constitution ^f>fi begone 
manifest as earl" as 190? and it was generally accepted b-- both the groups 
of the 'ularra' - supporters and opponents of the constitution. While Sha'^ kh 
Fadlullah Kurt and his deciples suggested that constitutionalism did not 
'"onform with Islam, many 'ulania' pointed out that the constitutional f'o^ 'e'^ nment 
•^ms not onl"- harmless to religious but in fa'^ t it was enioined '^-- Islam. This 
view became dominant among the Iranian 'ulama'. 
It has been pointed out that 'the demand for granting' -t-i^e 
constitution was nainl'" led b-^  the ulama. 'The^ might legitimatel" have 
expected from its realization a s}'stematic application of Islamic law and 
heni-e an expansion or at least nerpetuation of their fun^^tion. buf little if 
an"- thought was infa-^ t given to their role in a constitutional system of 
government. 'Jhile the secret societies in part consisted of ulama and were 
based in part on Islamic ideology, the-" contained also men opposed to '-le-^ i^ al 
influence, who did not intend to appl" the common Shari'at. Contradiction 
conceated bv the confusion of thought and the common struggle against 
1 
'A:m ud-Daula began later to became apparent.' 
Although the attitude 0^ the 'ulama' tovrards the constitution was still 
1 Ibid. , p.^ '^ '^ . 
.(100)-
not <-lea-^ , -^et it (?annot be denied that they placed an irrportant role for 
the achievement of the ^constitution. During this period the Iranian rulers 
had become subservient to foreign povrers. Sini^ e the estaMishment of the 
Oa.iar d^nast^- (l717 -1925) upto the present da^N the 'ulama' had been 
opposing the central government. One of them was Muhammad Husai'/n Na'ini 
who pla^ '-ed an important role in the constitutional revolution, 
Muhammad Husarm Na'TnT : 
Muhammad Husayn Na'ini was born in a religious famil^^ of Na'In 
in (C, iBso), He was one of the pupils of a distinguished religious leader. 
JIaiji Mirza Hasan Shirazi. who gave religious decree against the ':se o^ 
Tobacco in I89I. Na'ini became a leading scholar of Islamic sciences and 
1 
was considered one of the most learned Shi'ite mujtahids. Na'ini got 
his early education in Na'in . In the >f«ar 3877 when he was seventeen 
years old. he moved to Isfahan for religious studies. He stayed with the 
important mu.jtahid Shavkh Muhammad Baqir Isfahan! (d.1883) in the cit"-
of Isfahan. While staving in Isfahan, he saw a lot of otjpressive a-^tions 
committed in that cit'^'- bv the mu.jtabids. This situation 'jrged him to revolt 
against the absolutism both of the 'ulama' and the government, Th-is Na'Tnl 
who was brought up in the familv of a Shavkh al-Islam denied his own -^lass 
1 Fareshte M, Nouraie, 'The Constitutional Ideas of A f^hi'ite 
Mujtahid : Muhammad Husa^m Na'ini Iranian Studies vol. 8.197'), r>.P3<'>. 
•(lOl). 
and grouped himself with the 'ulaing' who were the leaders of the Shi'ites 
and were supported by the merchants of Iran. He enjoyed his reputation 
till the end of his life when he died in 1936. 
MaT'Ini and the idea about the constitution : 
Na'ini's important Persian treatise Tanbih al-Utninah va Tanzih 
al-Millah (The Enlightening of the Muslim community and its nurification) 
including a muqaddimah (Preface), five chapters and a Khatimah (Artnendix) 
was nublished for the first time in Baghdad in 1?P8 (3 909) and again in 
Tehran in 137^ (l9SS). This treatise threw light on the socio-political 
attitudes of the religious class in Iran during the period. 
His main concern i-ms in regard to the natiure of kinrship. He 
opnosed absolutism and defended the idea of constitution from the T)oj.nt 
of view of the Shari'a. Though he based his attitude on traditional 
theory, he was also influenced bv the secular idea of the West. His 
argument was based on the Hadith and Sunna of the Pronhet and the traditions 
of the imgms. He also had ideas about European Constitutional theor"- and 
was interested in the recent happenings in his neighbouring f^ ountries which 
aimed at the domination of Muslims countries. Thus he also talked of the 
need to resist the aggression of the Western countries. 
Na'ini believed that any society which wanted to survive must 
depend on some kind of government, whether it was established b" one nerson 
-(lOp)-
or b^-- anv assembl-"-. bv right or bv force, b-"- inheritance or election. He 
held that the state had two functions to perform. One function was ""o 
educate the community of the believers preserve the right of the individuals 
ummah. Another function was to protect the vatan (fatherland) against its 
enemies. NgT'TnT combines Islamic and secular concepts and uses the forms 
ummah and va^an interchangeably 'although there is no concept of territorial 
state in the modern sense in the Islamic theory of government. Islam is a 
community the bounds of which are set by belief and not by territorial 
borders. His references to such terms provide a new inteiTJretation 
relating Islamic theory to Western political theory'. He distinguishes 
two kinds of authority: One is which he terms QB taraluki-:Tih and 
istibdadivah (despotic and t\T"anical), where the king considers the mulk 
(Kinf^ dom) as his private propert" and the people as his "Chattels", 'Such 
a ruler squanders the countr^ '^s revenues for his o'm personal nse* raises 
his favorites position of power and wealth, confiscates the -Dropert'- of 
those whom ^e dislikes, and doles out .•justi'-e as he sees fit. He seeks 
no other aim with respe<"t to the people, but to satisfy his own private 
whims and pleasures. Finall". he claims to possess a divine nature and 
1 
considers himself *'an incarnate manifestation of God". 
In Na'ini's view this kind of arbitrarv rule is illegitimate and 
1 Ibid., vv. 238 - 239. 
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doomed to destruction. 'He considers the Ummavids, who were the first 
d\mastv to establish a Miglk (Kingdom), responsible for transforminp the 
ideal state of the Shari'at into a power state to fulfil their own 
personal interests. In the earlv centuries of Islam, he argues, the 
community was ruled with justice, reason, and fairness in accord with 
the Ouran and traditions and the Muslim displayed great courage and 
braverv in extending the realm of Islam to farflung places. With the 
establishment of the Ummavid dynasty the rulers began to nenlert the 
condition required for ,iust rule, and did not concern themselves with the 
problem of government and the administration of the communitv. This 
process of change ultimateW lessened the authority of Islam and weakened 
the rule of law. leading to the deterioration of the Muslim o^rmr-mit^ ' and 
the ob.iect state of Mtislim in general. Bv implication Nai'ini likens 
this general state of decline to the conditions of Iran : "Arbitrarv rule, 
misuse of power, injustice and extortion b-'^  the government and its 
officials, has turned this countr-" into one of the poorest and most 
wretched on earth," 
However. Na'TnT expresses his approval to the se^ -ond t\-De .of rule 
for which he uses the terms vilayativah (trusteeship), mahdudah (liirited), 
mas'TIlah (responsible), and shawravlvah (consultation). 'Its power is 
1 Ibid., p.?39. 
-doll). 
based on the trust of the governed and its aim is to serve the interests 
of the public. In this form of limited government, Nai'nT argues, people 
Participate directly in political affairs and carry social responsibilities. 
The ruler governs on their behalf and officials are considered servants 
1 
of the public.' 
During the absence of the ideal state of the imamate. the v11avat va 
angnat (trusteeship) type of government tms considered the best one. Any 
how, this kind of government was not free from corruption and deca'^ '^  
because nobody could claim himself to be infallible. He points out that 
the coming into existence of a .iust ruler could not solve the problems 
of evil and the abuse of powers. It was not the question of who should 
rule which was important, but that of how to establish a protective form 
of political body b'"- which the abuse of power would be barred. In order 
to protect the public interest and the law and to limit the power of the 
monarch. l<a'ini suggested the establishment of a constitution and a 
national consultative assembly. The national consultative assembler would 
comprise of the intelligentsia and learned religious men. Both would 
protect public interest's and look after the constitution. With the parti-
cipation of learned religious men in political activities, he believed, 
the legitimacy of the legislative assembly made by its could not be in 
doubt. The constitutional government, a^ c^ording to him, conformed with 
the principles of Islamic law. The government should pa^-- attention to 
1 Ibid,. 2kl. 
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.^ ustice, equality and welfare of the o^mmunit^ '. Sin'-e the ideal state 
was not there, the .I'list rule could be the constitutional government 
Na'ini believed that since the religious law conformed with the 
constitution, the opposition to the arbitrarv rule was an obligation and 
religious duty for every Muslim. He referred to the words of the Quran 
which mentioned that: 'an;5oying what is good and forbid what is evil'. 
Incase the ruler used his power in wrong way and did not perform his duties, 
it was necessary for Muslim community to react and prevent him from his wrong 
doing. This could be effectively practiced through the use of a consti-
tution and a national legislative assembly. In the situation when the 
ingm was absent, the mu,itahid3, who were religious and knowledgeable, 
alongwith r-ommon men, would be responsible for yarious duties i.e., sirper-
vising the awqlf and protecting the propertv of minors. He emphasised that 
the leadership of the community should rest with the mu.jtabids and the 
latter should participate in Doliti^al matters. If it happened that the 
power was usurped and the ruler became a usurper, certain methods muf5t 
be used to limit the exercise of arbitrarv power bv the r^ ovei-nne-1. "'he 
arbitrary rule ^ould be ended b;- the creation of a -onstitut'onal nssenMv 
under the guidance of ti'.e 'ulana' . In this wa^ ' a ruler wo'jld act onl^ -
after consulting with the most learned and intelligent men in t'e "otirtr". 
1 Ibid., 2Ul, 
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He sa^ '^s 
"In the absence of the Imam, some other means m.uct 
be found. There are essentiall'" two: a 'constitution 
definning the rights and duties of the state and its 
subje'^ ts and an assembl" of the intelligent and wise 
one of the land and the well wishes of the Tjeonle 
to supervise enactment of the constitution and watch 
over the workings of the state. The -constitution 
must '-ertain no provisions -^ ontrarv to Islam and 
the assembly, to secure its religious oermissibility, 
must in'^ lude among its members "a number of ,1ust 
mu.itahids or of those delegated b" them, who amend. 
approve, and agree to the decesion taken by it . The 
assemblv jasja legislative bodv should concern itself 
with 'urfi"-at'. that is. matters pertaining to 
spatially and temporallv determined cir'^ umstan'^ es 
of no interest to, and therefore not legislated bv, 
the Sharia. The presence of Mu.jtahids in the 
Ma.ilis would ensure the religious innocuity of all 
legislation created concerning these matters. 
This prevention of absolutism, through the establishment 
of a constitution and populeu? assemblv, is a religious dutv 
despite the occultation of the imam and the concomitant with-
drawal of legitimacy from the earthly plane. The duty of 
en.ioving the good and forbidding the evil "remain-> with the 
community at all time, and the impossibility of its perfect 
fulfilment does not release the believers from the obliga-
tion to strive to perform it as fully possible. Manifest-
ation of evil should always be combatted, and the political 
conclusion to be drawn from this is necessity of a constitu-
tion. The unfettered rule of t\Tant is productive of limit-
less evil, while to restrict the powers of a ruler thro^ igh 
the institution of laws and the exercise of supervision bv 
a popular assemblv will result in a restriction of the evil 
that flows from his rule, Unrestri'^ ted tyrannv is a usurpa-
tion of the attributed of God. as well a false claim to the 
right to rule. It moreover robs its sub.^ ects of their God-
given-libertv and is therefore triply reprehensible. Consti-
tutionally limited rule, by contrast, does not offend God by 
unlawfullv holding absolute power, nor does it usurxi men's 
freedom; it stands a usurper onlv with respect to the Imam 
.(107). 
and is therefore to be preferred". 
Naini tried to legitimize constitutionalism on the basis that 
there were in it some similarities with Islamic Svstera, as he says: 
"The best means to preserve su^ h^ -orivileces as a 
constitutional regime and to avoid ti/rann^ '^  is inmnnit"^ 
to sin, or iiifallibilitv ('ismat). on whi^ h^ rulership 
in the religion of us the twelver Shl'ah depends, -his 
is true because the infallible T>ers"in possesses God 
given knowledge (' ilm-i-ladunni) and all high qualit^'es; 
he is far from animal passions: He does not make an-^  
mistake. He en,1ovs other qualifications as well, the 
truth of whi'^ h is be^ o^nd mankind's artDrehension, How-
ever, such a qualified man, namelv the Imam, is not 
presentlv available. One can '^onceive of a hiphl"-
qualified ruler, such as Chosroes with advisors sn^h 
as Buzurgmihr, who might establish a rule based on 
supervision, inspection, and responsibilitv. First of 
all. however su-^ h a rule does not guarantee peo-ole's 
liberty and qualit" and their •oarticipation in publi r-
affairs. Second, the privileges that people might enio^ -
under such a government are given to them out of ^ndes-
cension (tafa_7.zul) not because those privileges are the 
people's own right. Third, examples of this sort are 
ver^ '' rare. Therefore, in such cirr-umstances tne onl^' 
possibility left to find a substitute for the ideal 
government, was to -^ hoose a constitutional forn of 
government . even thoufTh the latter would still he a 
usurpation of the ImamJ_s authority'".-^ 
During the period Naini, there were a number of a''Sol'iti,<5t ' ula'na 
who said that mushrutah was un-Islamic and ac'-used the constitutionalists 
1 Hamid Algar 'The Oppositional Role of the I^ Jlama in iwenfeth 
centurv Iran' Scholars Saints- and Sufis edited bv lUkki P.. Keddie 
(Berkele^^ Los Angles London 197?) pp. ^39-?UO. 
The words Naini used in the form of government and people was taken 
mostly from Kawakibi. onl^' the term mashrutah was added h-- him. 
? Naini. Tanbih pp. lP-15. cited by Abdul-Hadi Hairi n.]91 
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as those who propagated infidelity and irreHgioslty. The absolutist 'ulatria' 
attacked the constitutionalists on various issues such as eouality of Muslims 
and non-Muslims. Liberty, equality of men and women, changes in the funda-
mental law, legislation, punishment and so on. Naini was criticised on the 
ground that the new kind of regime made Europe so attractive to Muslims, 
closing the gate of ijtihad, giving the administration of .iustice to non-
mu.jtahid .judges, and basing the power of the ruler upon the -oeople not 
upon God' all these were the violation of Islam, 
Under such circumstances we see that Naini payed special attention 
to find out Islamic justification for constitutionalism and change. He also 
urged that the 'ulana's participation in the government is necessan.'-. The 
following is Naini's elaborate argument on the legitimaf^ v of ^ o^nstitutional-
ism af^ cording to Shi'ism which deserves to be quoted in full: 
"There are three points of which one should not lose 
sight : first if one commits several evils at the same 
time, it is compulsory to prevent the person from per-
forming each one of them. Everv single evil creates a 
separate responsibilitv for a Muslim to prevent it (nahy 
-i az munkar). Bad deeds should be prevented as far and 
in as many cases as possible. If, for instance, one is 
able to make another person to abandon only one of several 
evils he has committed, it is necessary to -orevent him 
without taking into consideration his other bad deeds. 
Second, whatever action that may be against Islamic I<aw 
should be handled by the administration of the hisbah; 
the latter office is unquestionably under the authorit- o 
of the fugaha during the Greater Occulation of the Twelfth 
Imam. It is true that the 'ulama's responsibilitv as 
General Agents of the Inam in all other offices, i.e. : 
rulership, is not unquestionably recognized, but we know 
that Islam does not allow disorder and the loss of the 
Islamic territorv. We also know, that establishing order 
in Islamic countries is more important then everv other 
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duty, hisbah or otherwise. Therefore, it is also becomes a 
definite right and a religious duty of the 'ulama' to possess 
the ruling power. Third, it is generally recognized bv all 
the 'ulama that if some one establishes illegal power over a 
certain thing which is in the sphere of vilayat (supervisorship), 
e.g., awqaf, and his complete removal from that position is 
not possible, it is still compulsory to limit his unlawful hold 
as far as possible. Every learned man, whether Muslim or 
materialist, can have no doubt about this matter. 
"Once these three points are clear, there remains no room 
to doubt the necessity of changing a dispotic regime into a 
constitutional one. This is true, because-the former consist 
of three sets of usurpations and oppression : l) It is 
usurpation of the authority of God and injustice to Him; 
2) It is usuepation of the Iniam's authority and oppression 
of the Imams; 3) i* also involves oppression of the people. 
By contrast, a constitutional system is only oppression of 
the IiMim, because his authority is usurped. Thus, a consti-
tutional regime limits three sets of oppressions to one: conse-
quently it is necessary to adopt it." 
Na'ini tried to legitimise constitutionalism not only be'^ ause 
he bwlieved in its own virtue, but also because it was considered by him 
to be better than the previous tyrannical rule. According to him, in order 
to run the constitutional system, the following two requisits should be 
fulfilled : First, the constitution should be»written " in this dof^ ument 
the limits of the ruler's power should be established. Freedom for the 
people and the rights of all people according to religion are to be 
reserved. Deviation of the ruler from his duty of limited supervisor-
ship should make him liable for punishment as a traitor and should cost 
him his dismissal. Since it includes all instructions concerning politics 
1 Na'ini, Tanbih, pp. k(^-k8 Cited by Abdul-Hadi Plairi p.198-194 
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and public order, a constitution is like the risalah-Yi'amaliAn/a of the 
marJa'-i-Taqlid . This document is called qanun-i asasl (fundamental law), 
which should not be conflict with Islam. 
"A national consultative aasetnblv should be established 1n wM'-h 
the people's representative meet.. These representative should be wise, 
knowledgeable,of good will, and aware of international law and world politir-s. 
Thev are to be responsible not to change the svstem of surtTvision (vilaTvat) 
to possesorship, Thev should supervise the duties so that they be carried 
out properlv. The executive power is responsible to the assembly and the 
latter to all the people. If either of these two powers {6n_ mas'ult'n.rat) 
(literally : two responsibilities), does not function properlv the result 
"1 
will again be tyranny ncffiely t'.-ranny of the executive power of "-hat nsrliament 
For Na'rhl believed that the constitution would •?• .-k rightly onl^ ^ if 
it was checked by religion. He also talked about the separation of nower 
between the executive and the parliament. His understanding of the 
?. 
separation of powers was not clear. The parliamentary form of government 
was allowed in the tradition of Sunni Islam on the ground that the s^ s^tem 
1 Ibid., pp. 19^-19^. 
? What he spoke about the responsibility of the executive power 
to parliament and that of the parliament to the people was rather similar 
to the ideas of al-kawakibi who took his materials from Alfieri, 
.(11.1)-
of election of parliamentary representatives conformed vith the principle 
of the authority of the people 'to bind and loosen' (ahl-i hall va'aqd). 
As for the new regime's legitimacy among the Shl'itesit was based on the 
theory that during the Great Occulation the mu.jtahids were responsible for 
the Muslims. If a number of mu.jtabids or their representatives give their 
approval to parliamentary decisions, the constitutional svstem would also 
1 
become lawful to the Shi'ites. 
The protection of constitutionalism made bv Naini was important as 
it was for the first time that a faimjus mu,1tahid stated a position of the 
Shi'ites in relation to constitutionalism. 
Tabatabai 
At the time of the constitutional Revolution there were three 
mu,1 tabids who were considered to be the 'Founders' of the Constitutional 
Movement namely, Shaykh Fazlu'llah, Sayyid 'AbdAlah and Sayyid Muhamimd 
Tabatabai; and in the learning field. Tab'atabai was considered to be 
2 
superior. 
1 Ibid., pp. 196 
2 E.G. Browne. Op.cit.. p.113. 
• ( 1 1 ? ) -
Sa^ /yid Muhammad Tabatabaf, was one of the prominent liberal 
' ulania'. He was a friend of Sayyid Jamal al Din Afghani and Shaykh 
1 
Hadi Najmabadi and was under their influence. He contacted Jamal 
al-Din Afghani and accepted his ideas in opposing the government. 
The opposition of the unjust rule of Qajar began after his return to 
Iran in I98U. His uprising against the ruler began to affect when he 
? 
joined another celebrated 'alim Sayyid Abdullah Bihbihani, 
Tab'atabaT had a deep concern for the people as he asked the 
Shah and his Sadr-i A'zam to establish a ma.jlis where the people's 
affairs could be settled. The hostility between the Oa.lar ruler and 
the 'ulan»' continued for a long period. 
The ' ulania' s hostility towards the ruling ^lasses and their 
need for the improvement of the government indicated that the ' ulania' 
did not recognize unjust regime. There is no need to sav that thev 
had to take to the European constitutional government as a model. But 
the association of 'ulang' with others such as the intellectuals led to 
the idea of granting a constitution and a parlian«ntary system of 
government in the country. 
1 Nikki Keddie Iranian Politics 3900-3905:Background to Revolution 
II ME Studies Vs 196s, p.1^ -3, 
2 Abdul-Hadi Hairi, Op.cit., p. 83, 
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-,. t—i-In this connection Tabatabai writes 
"The removal of these corruptions depends on the 
foundation of a^^ assembly and the union of the govern-
ment with the people and the 'ulama. Reform will soon 
take place, but we want our Kin^ and Chief Minister to 
carry them out, not the Russians, the British,or the 
Ottomans. With some slight carelessness and delay, we 
will lose Iran. Iran is ray country: whatever reputation 
I have belongs to this countrv; my service to Islam is 
in this place; the respect I en.iov depends on the exis-
tence of this state. But unfortunately, I see it falling 
into the hands of the foreigners. Therefore, as long 
as I am alive I will make my efforts to protects it and, 
if necessary, I will sacrifice my life for it".^ We 
have not demanded an^ iiihing from government but .justice. 
Our aim is to establish an assembly by which we may 
find out how much our helpless people suffer from the 
oppressive provincial governments. We want justice, 
the execution of Islamic Law, and an assembly in whic* 
the king and the poor mav be treated according to the 
law. We do not talk about constitutionalism and 
republicanism". '^  
The statement of Tabatabai shows the reason whv he rose against 
the regime. He clearly said that he was not fighting for a constitution 
for he knew that Iran at that time was not fit for the constitutional 
type of rule, the reason being that the people were not prepared for it. 
3 
They had not understood nationalism and were illiterate. 
1 Kasravi, Mashrutah, pp. 81-82. nlted by Abdul-Iiadi Hairi, p.3'+, 
2 Nazim al-Islam, Bidari. p. 38I, cited by Abdul-Hadi .'lairi, p.8U. 
3 Ibid.. 
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Tabatabai denied the claim that the king was "the Shadow of (iod 
on Earth". Concerning kingships he had an idea that the kinp Tn«v be 
accepted for a long period if he served his citizens well. 'lahatahai h-d 
clear concept of constitutionalism (mashruta)and did not share '^"e idea 
of the 'ulama' that the constitution was a means to bring- the whole Shari'a 
into it. 
The Iraqi 'ulaira'and the Constitution : 
There were two groups of 'ulana' in Iraa. 0„e group was against 
the Persian Revolution, like ^>havkh Fazl Allah. Another gnux) supported 
the constitutionalists. Tihrani, Khurasan! and Mazandarani of Iran 
supported Tabatabai and Bihbihani who favoured constitutionalism. 
In the Ottoman Empire, the young Turks were glad to heln the 
Shi'ite leaders who stayed in Iraq when Muhammad 'Ali Shah cooperated with 
Russians in killing Muslims, the 'ulama'then asked the Ottoman Sultan, as 
the caliph of Muslims, ti intervene. 
So the Mujtahids of Karbala and Na.jaf sent a letter to the Sh"gh 
expressing their disatisfaction with the Shffh who had handed his countr^^ 
to the foreign power. The replv from the Shah was negative and the Chief 
mu.jtahld proclaimed that he h-imself felt compelled to call the Cultan of 
] 
Turkey to take Iran under the protectionof the Ottoman Sultan. 
1 E.G. Browne, Op.cit., p.l08 
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Muhammad Shah. The British wanted to stop the Persian Revolution for 
thev feared that the same thing might happen in India, which at that time 
was under them. Though at the first stage the British favoured the 
Persian Revolution because they felt that the Russian influen^^e in economic 
and political fields would be reduced, but later on the two powers .iolned 
hands to quell the Revolution. Both powers met Muhammad 'All Shah on 
April 9P-. 1909 and presented a .joint statement ronrerning certain reforms 
and the re-establishment of the constitutional regime. -%hammad 'All Shah 
agreed to reestablish the constitution. He promised the rer^ *.oration of the 
constitutional regime to 'iilama' of Na.iaf and Karhala b^ - seniine a tclerrpii 
to them, seeking for their favours but the 'ulama'denied to trMst him. 
The British and Russians then decided to have a ^onta-^t with the 
' ulama' and to have the '^ ommuni'^ ation separatelv. one to the ''ilairta' of Naiaf 
and the other to the 'ulama' of Karbala through the Consuls General of the 
two countries who stayed at Baghdad. Thev informed the 'ulama'that thp Shah 
was willing to reestablish a constitut'onal regime and asked the ''!_la"«'_to 
suggest the Persian Parties to be moderate. The powers sought to ^onvinf^e 
the 'ulama 'that the Russian troops had come to Iran .just to nrote'^t foreign 
properties and not to intervene in the internal politi^>s of Tran. 
t"^ on'erniPf the Russian trooP" whi^ h^ remained in Iran, T'-'irfiRanl, thf> 
'ulama of Irao top.eitier with other 'ulama urged the i^ ribinh t'l py^r-'ine f^eir 
power and remove the I'.ijr>sian troonr^ from the land of Tra-'. • I'; in rerard 
.(116). 
The Persian and Ottoman *ulama'then Joined together under the 
banner of pan-Islam. The 'ulana'joined the pan-Islamic movement bef-ause 
thev wanted to take help from the Ottoman Empire for ousting the Russian 
invaders from the Iranian territory and to overthrow Muhammad 'Ali Shah, 
Muhammad 'Ali Shah with the support of the Russian troons, tried 
to abolish the Persian constitution. Thus the 'ulama' considered f^ ^ Shah 
as an infidel who helped other in fidels, i.e. the Russians. Therefore, 
the 'ulama'resorted to Ottoman caliphs who were encouraging nan-Islamic 
ideas. 
The 'ulana' of Iraq took part in attacking the Shah and the 
Fussian troops as they saw that the Persian troops still staved in Iran 
and the killing of the Muslim liberals by Muhammad 'Ali Shah was still 
going on. 
Now it appeared thai, it was not onlv the Iranian 'ulana' who supported 
constitutionalism and rose against the Shah. Other 'ulama' also stood against 
the Shah as their aim was to sweep out the tyrant ruler and the Russian 
troops from the land of the Muslims. The important 'ulama' who in the begin-
ning did not support constitutionalism, such as Sa^ 'Add Isn«'il Sadr. Mirzs 
Muhammad Taqi Shirazi and SavT.'-id Kazim Yazdi, supporter of Fazl Allah, soon 
began to take part in opposing the Russians who prolonged their stav in Iran. 
The Russians and the British who also had a hand in supporting the 
Revolution were in difficulty when the 'ulama'rose against the Russians and 
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khurasani appointed four persons to talk with the British ("onsul-General 
at Baghdad. The 'ulama' informed the British that if the '•'.'irinian •^ roon'^  
still T>rolonp,ed their sta^ ^ in the -"ities of Iran, the hope f'n- npare was 
far awa^ '. The 'ularrffl' stated that they would trv to have the .^issian 
troops removed, if it was unsucr^essful. thev were ready to spend their 
life for the sake of their nation and religion. The bold ^ten of uncomp-
romising derision taken bv the 'ulama'in the current event created a fear 
for the British and the Russians. 
Ln ]909- Khurasani along with nearlv all the 'ulama'of Naiaf we\t 
to launch a compaign in Karbala. The ' ulattia' returned to Na.iaf after the 
constitutionalist troops of Gilan and Isfahan got vi^tor^' and reached Ira*T. 
Muhammad 'Ali Shah then escaped to the Russian Embassy, 'Ih^ s tiie polic^ 
of the Anglo-Russians to stop the revolution was not successful and the 
desire of the 'ulama'to remove the Russian troops and expell Muhammad Shah 
1 
had not been changed. In the end the British and Russian submitted to the 
constitutionalist's demand mainl'"- because: 
'l. The nationalist leader appointed to command t,he 
Gilan troops. Muhammad Vali KheTn Sipahdar. was no consti-
tutionalist. Until spring of I909 he had been a faif^ful 
servant of Muhammad 'Ali Shlih. Being urged by the nation-
alists of Gilan, possible conflicts with the Sh"ah, revalrv 
with the 'A^'Tl al-Cawlah who was supposed to -"o-operate with 
Sipahdar in fighting against the tabriz constitutionalist, 
and perhaps because of other consideration Sipahdar finally 
decided to join the nationalists' cause. He even was, 
according to a British document, a "secret collaborator 
with the Russians". 
1 Abdul-Hadi Hairi, Op.cit.. p.96, 
.(ns). 
2, The r-onstitutionalist virtory under su<-h rir^ 'im-
stanres was not going to put an end to Russian influence 
in Iran, The Russians alread" had troops in several 
Iranian cities and according to the Anglo-Russian 
Convention of 1907. a great part of Iran was considered 
as the Russian sphere of influence. They could formally 
announce their occupation of the designated zone at an^ 
time. Even after the constitutionalist's victory, the 
Persian Cossack Brigade remained under the command of 
Colonel Liakhav, the Russian officer who bombarded parlia-
ment. This was done at the insistence of the Russian 
Legation's dragoman, Baranovskii upon Sipahdar. 
3. The last, but not the least important reason was 
that the Russian wanted to avert the serious difficulties 
which could have been created by the Persian 'ulama' of 
Iraq among the people, especially the Muslim snb.iect of 
Russia".! 
Such br.TJpnnings showed that the main concentration of the 'ulama 
was to attack the infidel character of Muhammad Shah who fully allied 
himself to the Russian aggression and executed a large number of I%slims. 
So the 'ulama advised the people to resist the Shah and his government. 
Ths reason for the 'ulama to oppose the un.iust government was not because 
it was against Islam. Since the ' ulatia' asked the Ottoimn Sultan to 
involve himself in the event, it showed that they did not concentrate much 
on nationalism. 
Khurasani said in his letter that 'our aim in taking s'mh trouble 
is to bring a comfortable life for the people, to remove ODnre.sslon. to 
support the onpressed and to p.ive aid to trouble ners^ns. V,'e would also 
like to carry out Clod's law and to protect the Islami'^  I'md from the 
1 Tv^ 1d. , p-n. OV-QB. 
.(119). 
infidels' attacks. We intend to practice the Islamif" co'-cept of amr-
ibi ma'ruf va nahy'az munkar (to en.-join right conduct and forbid in-
decency) and Islamic laws which are in the interest of the people'. 
The three leading ulama - Tihrani, Khiorasani and Mazandarani 
expressed their thoughts in the telegram sent to Tehran sa^ini^ that their 
involvement in the Constitutional Revolution was to save Tslan and to 
abolish the oppressive government to provide a good life for the nponle 
and to prote^'t life and dignitv of Muslims. For them those who rose 
against the establishing of a '"Oustituf on were ("onsidered to le o"^ es '•''^o 
fought against the pnam. The suDDort given to t'le <-on?;i i i'lt io-^ i^l noveme"^^ 
in Persia a"d '"ondemnatioa and nraf'tif^ al ex- ^ ommuni 'atio'-. of +''e "'^a'-^  h--
three at least of the •^ hief muitahids of Karbala and Kaiaf are so wrll 
known that the views of lesser Shi'ite theologians are of -ornnarar.ivel^ ' 
? 
small conseauence.' 
1 Nazim al-Islam, Ridari n, Pl'^h. cited b- Abdul-iiadi Hairi n. oq. 
? E.G. Browne. Op.fit, D. 5]9. 
CONCLUSION 
The reassertion of the theologinal teachings of the Hhi'ite Islam 
took place in Iran under the Oa.iar, Thoiiph in the first -Deriod of 
the Oa.iar rule the situations did not allow for the wide spread inflnen'^e 
of the clerpv. the wa^ '' for it was oaved b^'- the ideal (Conditions 'treated 
b'^^ the administration. The •^leri^al influence firstlv found itr; wa^  durinr 
the end of Fath' Ali Shah's (d,l83U) reign. The king adonted re'-OT-ili-
atorv attitude towards the 'ulairia' mainly for the sake of state's Dolicv. 
The 'ulama' thus became important and often acted as staunch critics of 
the rulers. On the other hand, the king tried more to gain the favour 
of the 'ulami', thus their influence continued to grow. There were many 
occasions when the contradiction between the ruler and the 'ulama' ^ould be 
clearlv seen. When the Russians attacked Iran, the 'ulama' strongl^' 
reacted as the leaders of the nation, and they were generally'' supported b" 
the people. In the reign of Muhammad Shah (d.lBUB), who showed indifference 
towards the 'ulama', the ^lama' in tern showed more hostility to the 
ruler. This hostility became acute in the time of Naslr al-Din Shah. 
Although he was known for his t)ietv, he did not like the reformist measures 
taken bv Amir Kabir, Mirza Husa^m Khan and others, t'toreover, the reformers 
were generally considered to be the friends of the foreign nations, thus 
they inevitably evoked more hatred of the clerical elements. 
•(121)-
Tlie necessity to borrow money from froeign countries, created by the 
negligence of reform and the increasing corruption taking place in the reign 
of Nasir al-Din Shah and the Russian invasion of the Caucasus, led to the 
strong protest by the 'ulanii'. They .-joined hands with other elements who 
aimed at the reform of the country. This cooperation brought about the 
Movement of I905 - I9O6 in which the 'ulama' played their political role 
powerfully. Their role from the year ITS'^ to igO'^  can be considered a rather 
constant one, and mostly they were successful in attaining their political 
aims. Thev could be called the leaders of politi'^ al opposition. 
The situations sometimes forced cooperation between the 'ulaum' and 
various interest groups such as the merchants and artisans. In the beginning 
of the Constitutional Movement, they had to join with the "liberal reformers. 
In fact, we can say that there were two types of 'ulana' involved in the 
Constitutional Revolution - the absolutists and the constitutionalist. The 
first were those 'ulama' who rose against the tyrannical rule whi^h existed 
in Iran and continued to support liberal mer^ h^ants, trades'men. artisans 
and the like. They did not have any real idea of the European constitutions 
because they were unable to read English or French. Thev generally were 
against the constitutional government because of its 'un-Islamic character', 
and they were not able to reconcile that with Islam. That is why sometimes 
they even sided with the regime which opposed the idea of a constitutional 
government. There were those 'ulama' who desired the establishment of a 
better administration based on Justice and a constitution Islamic in 
-ilp-p)-
character, because they sunported any idea of reform whirh was within the 
framework of Islam. All their activities were conducted in the name of 
Islam. The modern liberal thinkers saw the need of the support from the 
'ulama' since the latter were the most influential elements among the 
people. But at the same they tried to keep the 'ulama' uninformed of the 
true meaning of the constitutional rule since they feared that they would 
be rejected by the 'ulama' if they found conflict between the modern 
political system and Islamic system. As elements of Justice, democracy, 
freedom, equality, etc. could be traced in Islam, some 'ulama' felt that 
there was no contradiction between Islam and the modern concepts. In this 
way they tried to Islamize those ideas. Na'TnT was one of the 'ulanS' 
who had different approach to constitutionalism as compared to the modern 
thinkers like one Malkum Khan. Na'inl had an aim to defend Islam 'v wav 
of Islamlzation of the constitutional prin^-iples while f'felkum Khan wished 
the European constitutional ideas to be materialized in Iran. But since 
the Westenri system was not in the interest of the ' ulama' . it bed to be 
justified in the name of Islamic tradition, rightlv or wroaglv. 
It can be conf'luded that the 'ulama' were su'^ i^ essful ''n their ai^ tion 
against the t:'/Tanical rulers of Iran as well as imperialism and foreign 
powers in the country. As for their contribution to the establishment of 
Iranian Constitution in 1909, they were successful to some extent, though 
they were yery sceptical of the process itself. Malkum Khan's suggestion 
oonformed with many others, like Za^m ul-Ahidin Maragha'i and Ha.^ .il Abu-1-
Hasan Mirza Shaykh ur-Ra'is, that the Islamic government was similar to the 
-(133)-
Constitutional government. His ideas gained a number of supporters 
among the ' ulama^ ' who plaved an active role in the Revolution whl^h, 
at least, released the countrv from the nlaws of her desDotir rulers. 
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